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PREFACE 

This report combines features of a status review, synthesis of concepts, 
and projections of trends in fracture toughness testing and in associated pro¬ 
cedures for fracture-safe design. Particular attention is given to explanatory 
discussions of theoretical aspects which serve the needs of design and mate¬ 
rials engineers for a simplified text on Applied Engineering Fracture Me¬ 
chanics. To accomplish this purpose the presentations are not based solely 
on mathematical considerations, but are made real by discussions in context 
of crucial issues involved in general practice. 

Because of the wide spectrum of steels, structures, and service conditions 
that must be considered in general practice, separation is made between ap¬ 
propriate procedures which provide customized treatment for the class of steel 
and the nature of the application. The various procedures are then integrated 
into a coherent framework which presents an overall view, and thereby delin¬ 
eates the processes for selection of the appropriate approach. These syntheses 
are evolved with recognition that the constant allegiance of the engineer is to 
practicality — consequently, the product of new science will be adopted only 
when explicit companion procedures are evolved which also represent prag¬ 
matic answers to real problems. The first real problem is one of selection 
of the appropriate approach —if the processes for this selection are not made 
evident, all else fails. 

The extensive coverage which is required was made possible by the basic 
contributions of many investigators who have enriched the literature in the 
fracture field. Special recognition should be made of the classical pioneering 
studies of Professor G. Irwin in the evolution of fracture mechanics to the 
point that it now provides the general basis for practical quantitative treat¬ 
ment of fracture >roblems. Other major contributions have been provided by 
the author's colleagues, including the experimental data, advice, and critique 
in the evolution of the described concepts. These include Dr. P. Puzak's 
broad studies of steels and test methods; C. Freed’s critical correlations of 
A/r and other types of test; E. Langt’s and J. Goode's contributions to the 
development of the DT test to its present form for steels and also nonferrous 
metals; Dr. F. Loss's expertise in fracture mechanics; and Dr. J. Krafft's 
basic interpretation o! process zone (</r) factors. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tbe state of knowledge of fracture-safe design for steels is examined in 
relation to the requirements for achieving practical solutions to general en¬ 
gineering problems. Analytical procedures evolved from fracture mechanics 
theory are demonstrated to provide for quantitative interpretations of entri- 
neering fracture toughness tests. It is thus possible to couple the procedural 
simplicity which is inherent to engineering tests with the analytical advan¬ 
tages of fracture mechanics theory. The coupling of these two approaches 
provides for practical advances in fracture-safe design which cover the total¬ 
ity of general engineering problems and requirements. 

The Charpy V test is shown to have applicability for use in the described 
fashion primarily in relation to the strength transition for high strength 
steels. Serious limitations exist for reliable quantitative interpretations in¬ 
volving the temperature transition. The Drop Weight Test (DWT) and the re¬ 
lated Fracture Analysis Diagram (FAD) are demonstrated to be interpretable 
T?uÍ^rmS 0Í fracture mechanics parameters. Additional applications of the 
DWT which provide for separate definition of static and dynamic fracture ini¬ 
tiation conditions have been evolved for the Nil Ductility Transition (NDT) 

region- The resulting new reference diagram is defined as the 
NDT Analysis Diagram (NAD). 

Combined coverage of temperature and strength transition aspects are 
provided by the Dynamic Tear (DT) test. The DT test temperature transition 
füÜíl! Pr°lide»i0l indexinB t0 the FAD and NAD interpretive procedures. In 
addition, the DT shelf energy level is analyzable, in terms of flaw size-stress 
conditions for fracture, by the K,c a Ratio Analysis Diagram (RAD). By 
zoning of the expected position in this diagram for generic classes of steels 
coherent matrices are evolved which combine metallurgical and mechanics 
aspects. The combined diagrams should serve the needs of both the materi¬ 
als and design fields. 

PROBLEM STATUS 

This is a special interpretive report covering the results of a wide spec¬ 
trum of investigations within the Metallurgy Division of NRL, aimed at the 
general problem of metallurgical optimization and fracture-safe design. The 
major portions of the studies are continuing under established problem and 
sub-task categories. 

AUTHORIZATION 
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solution, it marked the start of an era of dominance of the natural-crack tests and the 
diminution of notched tests to the position of secondary reference. While continued use 
of the Charpy V test is to be expected, its Interpretations must be indexed to the primary 
reference standards of the natural-crack tests. The NDT indexing of the Charpy V is an 
example. 

Research interest in the specific crack and stress conditions which determine the 
initiation and propagation of fractures then continued along two apparently separate 
paths, as follows: 

1. Linear elastic fracture mechanics, which is concerned with the mathematical 
treatment of elastic stress field conditions at crack tips. The stress field expressions 
relate to plastic work energy requirements for fracture. Experimentally, the natural 
crack is simulated by the use of a sharp fatigue crack. 

2. Dynamic Crack Tests, which involve measurement of strain to fracture, or en¬ 
ergy to fracture, of relatively simple specimens. These tests feature the additional 
service simulation of a dynamic crack initiation in embrittled material. The Robertson 
Crack Arrest (CAT) test, the Drop Weight NDT (DWT-NDT) test, and the Drop Weight 
Tear (now called the Dynamic Tear-DT) test, fall in this category. 

The case for the applicability of the dynamic crack tests has evolved from correla¬ 
tions with service failures; from tests to destruction of full size flawed structures; and 
from tests of large, structural elements. The fracture-safe design rationale has a cor¬ 
respondence to fracture mechanics in that test measurements of low plastic work energy 
are related to fractures which may initiate from small defects and propagate spontane¬ 
ously through elastic stress field regions. Similarly, test measurements of large plastic 
work energy are related to fractures which require large flaws and plastic overload for 
fracture. 

It is thus apparent that both fracture mechanics and dynamic crack tests Involve 
simulation of severe natural crack conditions and that the merit indices are similarly 
relatable to the basic unit processes of plastic work energy in fracture. Engineering 
assessment would indicate that fracture mechanics theory should provide for analysis of 
any structural condition, including that of the dynamic crack tests - which represent 
structures of simple characteristics. Accordingly, there is a rational basis for consid¬ 
ering that the dynamic crack test indices of energy absorption should be translatable to 
the fracture mechanics parameters such as kIc, kc , c¡/c, and tjc. Once this is accom¬ 
plished the formal methodology of fracture mechanics becomes available and can be 
added to the dynamic crack test interpretive procedures. 

The benefits of this two-stage "marriage approach" should flow in both directions. 
While fracture mechanics provides the interpretive base for the dynamic crack tests, 
these tests in turn serve to promote more extensive use of fracture mechanics theory in 
engineering practice. On this premise, the totality of the two-stage process, which ap¬ 
pears to be the future trend in the evolution of fracture tests, may be characterized as 
applied-engineering fracture mechanics. The case for this approach and the promise of 
practicality which these trends offer is the basic theme of this paper. 

REAL STRUCTURES, REAL DEFECTS, AND REAL MATERIALS 

Design practices and notations tend to idealize structures and stress conditions. 
Similarly, fracture specimens and notations tend to idealize the spectrum of flaws and 
applicable stress levels. Additionally, there is the idealization of the metal as an iso¬ 
tropic, homogeneous entity, subject to highly accurf**» specific indexing of fracture 
toughness. A general appreciation of the limits of ’ lai "can be real" is the essence of 
any practical process of fracture-safe design. 
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From design considerations, the nominal stresses calculated for "stress analysable" 
geometries provide only partial information required in fracture-safe design. For effi¬ 
cient transfer of loads between members, the structure must yield at points of connec¬ 
tion. These represent the most critical regions for fracture initiation. 

The relative complexity of structures may be defined in relation to the degree of 
concentration of strain at points of connection. Gentle, faired connections relate to 
structures of simple geometry. However, even such connections generally require 
strain-gage analysis if the exact level of stresses is to be established. The term "ex¬ 
perimental stress analysis" refers to this most advanced procedure for determination of 
stresses which cannot be calculated directly. Even computer-program analyses do not 
void the fact that real structures are not fabricated with the exact contours of the draw¬ 
ings. The most complex structures represent designs which tend to hive only approxi¬ 
mate relationships between the drawing and the actual connection or joint. In practice, a 
large percentage of such structures feature connections which are "designed in the shop" 
by the welder who makes the Joint, by the nature of the machine fit up, etc. All we know 
about these locations is that a severe degree of plastic flow must develop if the members 
are efficiently proportioned to transfer loads equitably. 

It is concluded that most structures must be assumed to contain regions of yield 
level stress, irrespective of the low nominal elastic stresses quoted for the stress ana¬ 
lysable portions of simple geometry. Thus, for calculations of critical flaw sizes, re¬ 
gions of change of geometry or of complex connection must be assumed to Involve plastic 
load stresses of varied intensities. Such regions pose problems for accurate use of fracture 
mechanics because of its analytical limitations of elastic level stress fields. 

Real structures involve the presence of a spectrum of flaws. Even assuming the 
sharpest possible variety, say a fatigue crack, is inadequate insofar as covering the 
worst case. Metal damage can be present at the crack tip due to strain aging, due to fa¬ 
tigue processes, due to weld zones, due to brittle metallurgical inhomogeneities, etc. 
Additionally, rapid loading such as a hydraulic pulse, impact, etc., causes the crack tip 
to become unstable at stresses below those for a static load. A long crack is more 
severe than a short stubby crack of the same depth. Calculations of critical flaw sizes 
must therefore include engineering deductions of flaw severity conditions with respect 
to crack tip and crack geometry aspects. 

The fracture toughness of metals is isotropic only for the highly brittle state. Oth¬ 
erwise, real metals display marked directional fracture toughness properties. The 
"weak" direction of lowest resistance to fracture is generally associated with the direc¬ 
tion of primary rolling or forging, i.e., with the "flow lines." For exact definition of 
fracture toughness, it is necessary to consider all three possible orientations — longitu¬ 
dinal (direction of primary flow), transverse, and through-thickness. Such complete 
surveys are not ordinarily feasible, and standardized practices based on evaluation for a 
specific direction are generally followed. 

For metals of high intrinsic fracture toughness, the directional differences are not 
important for most engineering assessments. Metals of intermediate fracture toughness 
require more careful examination of directional aspects with relation to the geometry of 
the structure. For intercomparison of metals (predesign evaluation), it is essential that 
the fracture test direction and the relative degree of forging or cross rolling of the ma¬ 
terial be specified. If this is not done the significance of the fracture toughness value 
may be in serious doubt for the user of the information. 

These various considerations highlight the fact that fracture toughness characteriza¬ 
tions of real metals are not provided with the precise definition required for exact ana¬ 
lytical treatment. Claims for exactness of flaw size calculations for various locations in 
a real structure, based on fracture toughness values of unrelated or undefined orientation 
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leave most metallurgists singularly unimpressed. Similar restrictions on the real ac¬ 
curacy of critical flaw size calculations emerge for reasons of definability of stress 
levels, crack tip conditions, flaw size, and geometry. These limitations do not imply 
impractlcality for the use of fracture mechanics analytical procedures. However, it is 
clearly evident that high exactness oí definition of critical flaw size-stress conditions is 
not possible for complex structures, constructed of nonhomogeneous materials, contain¬ 
ing a spectrum of flaws which must be found and defined by presently limited nondestruc¬ 
tive flaw detection methods. Moreover, it is not reasonable to design to the "failure 
edge;" a reserve for deviation from idealized conditions must be allowed for. Fracture- 
safe design is aimed at assuring a "nonevent," rather than the prediction of exact condi¬ 
tions for the event of fracture. 

These reflections on the real engineering world serve as a prelude to the discussions 
of this report. The basic philosophy is that much may be gained by modification of ana¬ 
lytical procedures which presently emphasize unattainable exactness. Since practical 
engineering solutions to fracture-safe design represent approximations, it is realistic to 
accept matching analytical procedures which are simpUfied to provide "on the safe side" 
assessments. With this philosophy, much that is overly complex may be reduced to 
practical procedures. 

MECHANICAL SEVERITY CONSIDERATIONS 

The appearance of fracture surfaces is often used to define the processes of metal 
separation. It is conventional to describe these processes for a flat plate configuration. 
The terminology which applies to the fracture surface features also relates to the plas¬ 
ticity events at the crack tip for initiation and for propagation of the fracture. Figure 1 
(top) illustrates the spectrum of possible fracture modes, which range from a brittle, 
flat fracture to a ductile, full slant (shear) fracture. Conditions which involve a flat ap¬ 
pearance at the center and slant appearance at the surfaces are known as mixed-mode 
fractures. The slant fracture regions at the surface may be recognized as the familiar 
shear lips. 

Fracture mechanics terminology evolves from a definition of the nature of stress 
fields associated with the crack tip plastic zones which are illustrated schematically at 
the bottom of Fig. 1 in relation to the fracture modes shown above. The flat fracture is 
usually defined as plane strain because it represents a fracture process controlled by 
stress fields which restrict the volume of plastic strain to a narrow plane. The full- 
slant fracture is defined as plane stress because it is associated with "relaxed" stress 

PLANE STRAIN 

XX 
IDEALIZED PLASTIC ZONES 

Fig. 1 - Schematic illustrations of fracture modes and related plastic zones 
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mwÏ. a, ! exten8lve “hearing on 45-degree planes in advance of the crack tip 
rePr®sent 8ti®88 conditions of plane strain in the center region 

se^ve^to rtiírrfÜ1116«11^068' The plane 8traln and plan€ 8tre8S terminologies also 
relatai «««Çtive mechanical severity imposed by the crack tips, l.e., the 
relative effect that a specific crack has on restricting plastic flow. F 

All natural crack, flaw-simulation tests have one feature in common — a verv sham 
crack is introduced to limit plastic flow to the minimum narrow zone or band. In the ab¬ 
sence of a crack or in the presence of a machined notch, fracture may be preceded bv 
gross plastic instabiUty over the entire section, which requires a large energy inpuf* 

the ZOne 0i pla8tic work 811(1 mlnimize the work energy require- 
iracture* The term fracture toughness" relates to the plastic work energy re¬ 

quired for fracture and was evolved as a short form notation of this aspect. 

nia«J„he eff®ctlvene8s °J a crack ‘n promoting fracture initiation with a minimum of 

?«ck tirrTheenreerS-e th* 8everlty ?f the m«chanlcal conditions at the craca tip. There are three aspects to be considered: (a) the acuitv of the flaw (h) the 

SLZ? 0Í etri1íled,materlal at the crack tip which results ïe^^menrirf me- 
chanical severity by a dynamic popin, and (c) the lateral dimensions of the crack tip. 

exnecteH^n 8p®ctrum oi 8P«cittc crack Up conditions which may be 
shíníeti tnTfit. Th® cracï Up acuity 18 represented by the increase in notch 
sharpness to a fatigue crack tip condition. However, this is not the limit severity rondt 
ion lor crack Ups tnaofcr a. initiation ol Iractorc with minimum .„,rS i" “c™T^ 

Increasing severity is obtained by metallurgical damage at the crack tin such as mav he 
produced by aging embrittlement of the fatigue crack tip zone. The maximum-severity 

Sr, : üîTÄ'he8prrT1s,,, ^ ^ ^ *0 
il tí®’ f4 ? j "a k tip‘ Such a brlttle zon8 may result in a popin, and the virgin 

metal is then tested in a dynamic mode even though the loading rates are slow (static) 

The significance of the embrittled crack tip popin relates to the fact that some 
metals are highly sensitive to rate of loading. For such metals the instability plastic 

teïts írp tn hlerKyi"deX i0r iast loadln& much “mailer than for slow loading. If the 
tests are to be used "across the board" for all metals, it is important to decide if the 

Tra^! efierCt iS t01)6 included ur not- There are two ways to obtain a rate effect - 
¡f kf1 loa<bn8 of a vir8in crack tip or by popin produced by a brittle element at the notch 

to’dymimic'situations!0881*316 ^ eUher C0ndlti0n t0 develop 80(1 8ubiect virgin metal 

Figure 2 (bottom) illustrates specific crack-severity aspects that relate to geometry 
by reference to surttce crack». Two goomotric. are represented Ca cr.ck [catuZa?' 
Z«" approximately twice the size ol the depth, which is defined as a '»tubby" or "nennv 
«haped" crack, and a crack featuring a .ery long width in relation to thTdeSh whldu! 
ïlïroJ" “ Mml-|n"”ite"crack. These relate respectively to the low- and high-limit 
severity, surface crack geometries to be expected in service. 

i Jh!.iigur® lllustrates schematically that the long crack features high restraint to 
pUstic flow of metal along the border of the crack tij. Plastic flow inX crack owning 
direction requires lateral flow of metal in order to maintain a constant volume because 
there is no net loss of metal possible. Thus, a mechanical condition which limits lateral 

sïu aFr°acbÏÏi8iïïfwmÎlThin í® T"1118 direction’ and 8maller P^tic zone sizes re- 
y14-,, Fracture instability then develops with a smaller critical plastic zone and the 

plastic work energy (fracture toughness) is decreased. ’ 

This process may also be visualized for cracks which are placed through the thick- 

crack Ffff’ I8 W°Uld "l411® Ca8e f0r 8 plate-ed^ crack or ! through-Ztoess 
crack. For any given crack acuity and depth, the thickness of the plate affects the 
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ZÄ0^!"1 °'the crack “P for ‘"‘«»“O" “‘I »*■» lor propagation. Increasing 
88 lncre,a«tlhe crack“P 'p'6”1 r'alral"'- A> theVesnlMhe cri«“»?® e of lhe plastic zone [or the onset or propagation o[ fracture is decreased. 

constL¡?nX^rls0heC0^iZ!!,tÍat,.by increaslne Plate thickness a point of maximum 

thl3rífSoÂ 

SríacPtuíe ttgté“!01' ^8188181 ‘8 8 ,mMan ,he (otela'llur- 

The J^cZrT^ZTT1!0"1 “‘w18 the de8i*" and iolerpretation of fracture tests. 
^ requirement for rigorous mathematical definition of elastic 

I h ft fieldsr,ln advance of the Plastic zone leads to the use of highly controlled notch tin 
conditions. For this reason it is necessary to use a sharp fati^f crack nrX"?^,.^ 

ness fnVr^s^ifiecomVs0 elÍmínate tfatigue Also> as ^ inherent metal tough- 
mVlii w ’ 1 becomes necessary to increase section size to develop the reauired 
maximum latera! constraint and thus assure onset of fracture with the niinimum^i astic 

d^e mix^tS" ^ ‘T”08811 °n ,h8 m8ta1' 1-8" P“"' s,rai" iPndMons liTZis no, 
nrfn^1 dn 1fl'actures result which difficult to analyze mathematically In 

Esèd Si test ’ÎE^cui^h"“'18, ,ï,aw r8 Plan8 81rain 11 8umclcn' thlck"ess 18 useo tor test. In practice the metal thickness is finite, hence mixed-mode or nlano 
»tress fractures are natural events as increased toughness is attained. P 

The basic concept of dynamic crack tests derives frc-n the need for simulating 

re^rPRP^r^ C°n.<?itions ass°ciated with brittle crack tips or with dynamic loading as 
if.'T.Sf lu' 'i'18 rr8t 8388 in PP”188- Th8S8 lusts are also lni“ved w“h iction 
size effects. The implications of the fracture transition from plane strain to mixpH 
mode or plane stress are analyzed in terms of increase in total energy absorption for 
'8a ,“r8- For tes*s °' specimens which approximate the actual service sectlai size the 
energy ,„crease attendant to the fracture-mode transition is taken directiTv as an miE Ef 

fracTuare7s vLyahighr uT/thín8^' /VhMT* k iraCtUre t0Ughness ior Plane stress »•ûoû f y g , it is then concluded that sub-size specimens would orooerlv ren 
is íow îhp nS oíticonfiderably greater thickness. If the plane stress fracture toughness 
is low, the projection to greater thickness requires interpretations to be described6 

FRACTURE MECHANICS TESTS 

Significance of A Parameters 

r ,^FrfCture mechanics tests define fracture resistance in terms of the elastic stress 

fiP rt ¡ü !nS! y attained in the "g*0" in advance of the crack tip plastic zone. The stress 
field intensity parameter is defined as A for conditions below the level required for 

initLteÍPilnLZ7ai"AaCckritealS‘°ine l"* "tTI °! ? ? ^ ^ eXtensi0n 
stress causes the crack to "open" (crack-opening m“^ The ioî^fdïiniUonof'îhe 

theTraïTeve? < in the'^ast ^ ^ StTeSS fiC,d' and Similar de‘‘teition of tne strain level « in the plastic zone, are explained in Fig. 3. The figure provides a 
schematic illustration of relationships between the stress-strain fields and metal sena 
ration peoeeuees. The level of strees intensification u illustraEedEo inEïease ai tte 

yiefdins^to form a The n^tCh Up resPonds to the increasing stress field by 

E!Eit,Ä7o:EÄa,„cEEic^re“:c 80ne-Ih8 nk“r81““Lat88 "-p8a'8"- 

oftJEEeS^ío^iEírEamriSEoEÃEire^^Ér 
performed for a metal of high yield strength as compared with one of lower yield strength. 
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Pig 3 - Intensification of elastic and pl^tic stress-strain fields ^nce of 
crack rips subjected to rising load. Conditions at the point of crack tip insta- 
bihty are defined by subscript "r". i.e., critical for metal failure. 

Since the work performed is a product of force times distance, it follows that P^stic 
strain to a specUied distance from the crack tip requires more force for a metal of 
higher yield Strength. Thus, more energy is required for the extension of the plastic 
zone with increasing yield strength. 

At some point in the growth of a crack tip plastic zone, the level of strain developed 
in the most highly strained portion of the plastic zone (defined as the Pr<^es® or 
"d "1 becomes sufficiently high to cause physical separation between or through the 
grains^The^racture^rocess is initiated at this point. The critical strain for separaron 
S the dT process zone is defined as «c and represents the inherent ductility of the metal. 
In effect the limit ductility of the metal in the dT region is the factor which cuts off 
therUœ inU»e ^stress field. The critical * value of the stress field at the point of 
strain insUbility in the plastic zone is known as v/r, for conditions involving plane 

strain. 

Figure 3 illustrates extrapolation of the specific elasti< singularity form of the K 

stress Held to the plastic region. The plastic strain extrapolation s defined by the «- 
lationship € A t: 2^. Crack extension occurs when the critical strain ^ 

The stress field condition for instability may be expressed as A, M-W'V ™s 
mathematical relationship to </r is of major metallurgical interest, because is a 
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'metals quality" parameter related to microstrurhirai ! i i 
havior of the <tT ligament may be ideaUzed as a “ conditions- **- 

elongation limit at failure is controlled by metalTctility ÍOr which the 

displacements. A clip rage ^ÍnsertTrtT^h determi,iations of crack-tip opening 
stabiUty at the crack tifBThf lo^naf / he 'raCk Surface to ^termine the point of in¬ 
tension formula (see Appendix). Calculation of the^nstahîm^0*1 an applicable h®4™ or 
made from crack depth and the nominal^«« r instability stress intensity A/c is then 
of h),. ; however, this value may be attained bv differ^occurs at a unique value 
nominal stresses. ^ different combinations of flaw depths and 

•rated in Fig. V^SjKícmrifmiUUcm^fm ™cchanlcB tests- T»° simple types are illue- 

»aliies are obtained These reute to wi^fen«“Tack dS'’» nT"re lhat Vi>li<l 
•s important to note that the minimnm valu; ot the’tMctaess s i’s ief)nSme'; aipeC,S' 11 
k/c to yield strength ratio, as follows: mickness fí is defined in terms of the 

ASTM-L™Cormi¡T'Tv<iaUoisTrT'™eTeliS,'ef “S genera' by the 
minimnm value ot (maaimnm restiaint) has ^ the 

BEND SPECIMEN 

I OF 4 STRAIN 

GAGE BRIDGE 

DISPLACEMENT 
GAGE 

tensile specimen 

Fig. 4 - E 
fracture 

xamples of tension and bend type, 
mechanics A/(. test specimens 
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which involve the ratio of a It should be recalled that earlier discussions define i o«, ^ v"' uc lemuea inai earner discussions defi 
extpnsiorn Sïr- ie intenSlty- Fracture toughness is an energy index (force times 
veS L f plastic zone size is the ductility index of how much extension was de- 

rektes to thisefa^" L°i the p0in¡ ofi"stacbility t0 the dip-gage displacement axis 
es to this factor. As an example, Fig. 5 illustrates that a A, value of 60 ksi 

relating to a steel of 60 ksi yield strength: defines a relatively highTracture toul^’ 

60niSi ^ ra!í0 1'°' nominal stress will be close to yield at instability. The same 
ratio ThP instahUiT a M0 k8J yi1ld strength steel defines to a brittle condition of 0.5 
1 hi c*Thf in8*fbility 18 then developed at comparatively low elastic load levels. Figure 

curv ““hese a^sêrevl*!,,!'' *" nmM 10 “» ‘^-displacemee. 

If the minimum fí thickness requirement of the above formula is met, maximum 
uîS re,S rai.nt. 18 imPosed- This level of restraint provides for measurement of the 
dpTinprfV« fM IT Le-’ */, • If the section is less than the previously 
defined « thickness the Lateral restraint may be less than maximum, and a a , geometry- 
dependent, instability value will be determined. The a, definition signifies that the 
crack-open ng displacement will be controlled by a total triaxial constraint to plastic 
flow which is less than the maximum which can be imposed on the metal. 

Graphical Definition of Critical Flaw Conditions 

test iHüThün Üîfccfhr1/0 in"6 StraÍn ^ {rilcture toughness has been measured by the 
InalVses to calSi cr He, ne equati0"s derived by linear Mastic fracture mec Jnics analyses to calcuüite critical flaw size-stress relationships for surface edee or inter¬ 
nal cracks of various geometries. The implications are that instability will develop as 

sîty o™ ln Ce 0f any Crack tip plastic zone reaches the speciffed critical iLn- 

Simplified graphical definitions of critical surface-flaw depths related to specific 
ir ' ratios are presented in Fig. 6. The two diagrams relate to stubby (a/2c = 0 5) 

toíhpT^/fd" i flaW ge?metries: Le-> 1:2 and 'laws which re Je respectively 
1 nd m°iSt features of mechanical constraint. For each diagram there 

are four curves related to nominal load stresses which range from yield to on^e quarter 
of yield. All other notations except the « scale should be disregarded at this point since 

W1/ .b! dlscussed in the section to follow. The « scale rentes to the minimum 
section thickness required for determining a valid A /r value, according to the recom- 
mendations of the ASTM E24 Committee. The relationship of the A,, ,, ratio to the « 

thiclmess (inches) is indexed to one of the curves for convenience. The curve which 
should be used for this purpose is denoted by the bold arrow pointing to the « scale and 
aisn tn ihP a ratio axis. 

thc use of ^ diagram to determine the « thickness require- 
streilh r LÍÍ neíh i i v ' ratl°' For examPle> if we assume a steel of 50 ksi yield 
strength, it follows that increases in a; values from 25 to 50 and then to 100 ksi^Hn 
results in ratios of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 respectively. The minimum section t ickne se lor 

ÍÍ6, 2et“im, respectiv^elyUCed WUh b0ld t0 be aPp-xi-‘ely 

criti^ flawHpnThi11“?rate the USf 0f the ielative stress Cl,rves for the definition of 
critical flaw depths. As an example, assuming a7 , ^ ratios of 0.5 and 1.0, and levels 

For purposes of simplification of charts and dis 
A/r will be used; this will be defined as the 
ships ordinarily involve the square of this ratio. 

eussions in this report, the simple ratio 
"engineering ratio." Formal relation- 
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of rclaüve stress of yield and one-half of yield, the following critical flaw depths are 
indicated for the stubby (1:2) flaw: 

A/r Ratio 

Critical Flaw Depths for 
Relative Stresses of 

Yield One-Half of Yield 

0.5 

1.0 

0.2 in. 

0.5 in. 

0.5 in. 

2.5 in. 

It may je observed that all flaw sizes (depth and width) are small for low A, 
ratios for both flaw geometries. With increasing ratios above 0.5, a wide range of flaw 
sizes is defined in relation to relative stress and respective flaw geometries. Relative 
stress is a useful index because the stress levels in structures relate to one-half yield 
or less in regions of simple geometry, and to yield stress levels for regions of complex 
connection or load transfer. * tumpiex 

The applicable formula for critical surface flaw-plane strain calculations is: 

/, .■ ___ 

\ V 

where 

A/r = ksi n/IÍT. 

= nominal load stress (ksi) 

i l \7J = geometry factor (see text) 

« = critical crack depth (in.) 

Since ( A/(. >) 1.21 ,’ . Q il follows that the calculated critical flaw depths are in direct 

naw^nrfTn0»^«^110 0f 'A/r 1 The Seometry factor- V, is 2.15 to 2.4 for a stubby 
flaw and 1.0 to 0.8 for a semi-infinite flaw. Thus, for a ¿ivén ( A, , ratio the calcu¬ 
lations for these two types define critical flaws which are 2.5 times áeeper for the stubby 
flaw as compared to the semi-infinite flaw. ^ 

rAn.,íí.iSti!!r?!íaS1fetlihat these calculations are for plane-strain conditions and therefore 
f i .P , f ?°ne Size associated with the crack border is the minimum at- 

lí eVe °f iraCt.Ure t0ußhness- hi eifec‘. tho same conditions that apply for 
determining the minimum value of A, , i.e., A,,, must be satisfied. As a first approxi¬ 
mation, this requirement would dictate that the flaw must reside in a section of thickness 
equal to or greater than the « value required for valid a,, measurement. This value 
may be noted from the ft scale for the specific A,, ratio of interest. For a given 

t . . ratio there are specific conditions of flaw depth and geometry that would permit 
initial localized instability, which is then followed by an arrest, because the thickness 
l^rnt f0r t,lane.f1.train Propagation is not satisfied. From an engineering point of 

mW’ c,0.ncern Wlth lnstabilities that are not arrested. Therefore, the only reason¬ 
able guide that could be provided for a finite thickness of interest is that indicated by the 
ft value. U plane strain conditions are not satisfied, it may be assumed that a condi¬ 
tions control the safety of the structure. Such conditions translate to a requirement for 
flaw sizes in excess of those defined by the curves of Fig. 6. 
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Another limitation inherent in the above surface-flaw formula relates to the nature 
of the elastic stress field analyses on which it is based. As derived by Irwin, the analy¬ 
ses are limited to flaw depths of half the plate thickness or less. Other formulas have 
been derived which provide for calculations of surface-flaw depths extending to 0.75 
thickness. These aspects are beyond the introductory scope of this report. 

Flaw-normalization proceda es described by the (j factor in the above formula pro¬ 
vide only approximate definitions of instability conditions. Because of uncertainties 
associated with the Q factor, surface-flaw tests are not recommended for A/f. determi¬ 
nations by the ASTM E-24 Committee. The reason is that invariant A/r values are not 
obtained for different surface flaw geometries. The premise of exact analytical calcu¬ 
lations for surface cracks must be recognized to have inherent limitations at the present 
«♦■^te of development. 

Unless otherwise stated, A/r values refer to static (slow load) measurements. If a 
dynamic load is applied, or if brittle material is located at the crack tip, a dynamic value 
of A/r (defined as Kld) should be used (discussions relating to the dynamic case are pre¬ 
sented in the section to follow). The dynamic case requires a determination of the dy¬ 
namic yield strength, and Fig. 6 then must be interpreted in terms of dynamic A/(, to dy¬ 
namic yield strength ratios. The calculated flaw sizes then relate to the dynamic 
condition. The practical problem is that conducting dynamic K,c tests poses experimen¬ 
tal difficulties, such as determining the dynamic response of the specimen for calculation 
of the instability load stress. At the present state of development, dynamic A/f testing 
is not practical. 

It is not implied that all materials are rate sensitive to an appreciable degree. For 
the low-strength mild steels in the cleavage fracture range (toe of transition) the dynamic 
A/,. value may be one-half or less of the static A/f, value at a specified temperature. 
High strength steels may show very low rate sensitivity — in the order of 10 percent de¬ 
crease or less, compared to the static A/c. 

Fracture mechanics and f notationc relate to ac and K,c conditions expressed 
in energy terms (see Appendix, items 1 to 4). The term "ç^ testing" refers to fracture 
mechanics tests based on measurement of the crack-extension force at the onset of rapid 
propagation. Such tests require wide specimens and long flaw sizes, which become of 
unrealistic dimensions as fracture toughness increases. For this reason, the original 
fracture mechanics developments based on ¢,, testing were shifted to A testing. For A 
testing, which is based on a sensitive measurement of the 'first event" signs of crack¬ 
opening displacement at crack tips, specimens of more reasonable dimensions emerge. 
However, as indicated by the « scale of Fig. 6, A testing also involves requirements for 
relatively large specimens as fracture toughness increases. The required sizes above 1 
or 2 in thickness are obviously beyond practical limits for general engineering usage. 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FRACTURE MECHANICS, 
ROBERTSON AND DROP WEIGHT TESTS 

Drop Weight Test Definition of A/r and kh1 Values 

The level of plane strain fracture toughness increases with temperature due to 
effects of decreasing yield strength and increases in the critical strain (et.) in the ./, 
process zone. Fracture mechanics theory in these respects is not well defined, and the 
interplay of these two factors is subject to controversy. According to one theory, due to 
Irwin (3), the increase in A,r with temperature is essentially linear, while other theories 
predict an increase in the slope of the A,,-temperature relationship. Experimental data 
generally indicate an increase of slope. 
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Crack Arrest Temperature (CAT) curves of the Robertson test for 1, 2, or 3 in- 
plates indicate a rapid increase in fracture toughness above the NDT temperature. This 
increase is due to the change from a dynamic Klr (6,.,) fracture toughness below the 
NDT temperature, to K, mixed-mode fracture toughness at NDT + 30 to +bU t ana 
finally to hr plane stress fractures at NDT -*• 120° F or higher (4). 

The concept of linear slope increase of A,, with temperature suggests that with a 
sufficient increase in plate thickness, the Robertson test CAT curve should show a 
straight-line rise, of low slope. This concept does not suggest that a Robertson test CAT 
curve for a 2 in. plate is invalid, but that it is valid only for a plate of this general thick¬ 
ness. How thick a steel must be to "flatten out" the CAT curve to high temperatures 
above the NDT is a matter of mathematical conjecture — estimates for mild steel are in 
the order of 10 in. or more. The increasing-slope theory would suggest a shift of the 
CAT curve rise to moderately higher temperatures rather than a "flattening out. The 
relative validity of either of these opposing concepts requires experimental verification 
using very thick specimens. 

The fracture appearance of the Drop Weight Test (DWT) at the NDT temperature is 
flat and devoid of visible shear lips. This appearance is in exact correspondence with 
the CAT test fracture at the NDT temperature. Above the NDT temperature the DWT 
specimen does not fracture, while the Robertson test plate fractures show shear lips. 
Obviously, the event which terminates the fracture of the DWT test at the NDT is the 
development of A mixed-mode transition, which involves high energy absorption at the 
shear lip surface' regions. Thus, the NDT may be considered as the temperature of ini¬ 
tial transition from plane strain to mixed-mode fracture; i.e., A conditions begin to in¬ 
fluence the dynamic fracture propagation processes. 

Fracture mechanics calculations of dynamic a, (a, ) values for the NDT tempera¬ 
ture may be made from considerations of the flaw size-stress conditions of the DWT. 
The flaw depth and geometry features are represented by the brittle weld bead popin o 
approximatePdimensions , = 0.2 in. and = 0.8 in. (ratio of 1:4). The geometry factor 
for this flaw corresponds to y = 1.22 at yield stress loading. The DWT loading conditions 
require that the dynamic yield stress ( , ) be considered as the applied load stress. 
Calculation of the dynamic A, (a, ,) at NDT can then be made for the subject flaw size 
and for an approximated dynamic yield stress equal to the static stress p us 30 ksi as 
suggested by Irwin (3). The generalized calculation for dynamic A, (a, ) is as follows: 

A 
/ ' 

I , I 

II. 7'J , , t - i \ i ti 

For a steel of 70 ksi yield strength (say A533), the dynamic yield stress is taken as 100 
ksi; thus 

h ! . (I. “‘i i I 00 I ?o ksi -, in 

1 he exactness of the calculated a, value is probably well within useful limits re¬ 
quired for engineering usage. Correlation evidence presented by Irwin (3) indicates very 
good correspondence of A, values determined by this procedure with a, values obtained 
directly by other fracture mechanics tests. Because of the difficulties of conducting 
dynamic fracture mechanics tests, the DWT offers a practical method lor a, determi¬ 
nations related to the NDT temperature region. If the relationships of a, to a and the 
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temperature slope effects are clarified, the DWT would then provide a practical approach 
for extrapolation of applicable A/(, or Kld values to include the transition temperature 
range. 

In the absence of fracture mechanics procedures for analytical definitions of these 
factors, recourse may be taken to approximations which provide useful interim engineer¬ 
ing guidance. As a first step, we shall consider the limits of flaw geometries of conven¬ 
tional DWT brittle weld beads. These range between a 2c ratios of 1:3 to 1:4. The cal¬ 
culated K,d values then range between Khi = 0.7 y., ksi vTru and 0.8 y, ksi 'fin. For 
the 70 ksi yield strength A533 steel described previously ( ^ = 100 ksi), the hld value 
will fall in the range of 70 to 80 ksi \fW. This range is fairly narrow even by conven¬ 
tional standards of fracture mechanics test definitions of K/c values. We propose to use 
the lower end of the range to provide a conservative value for engineering purposes. It 
should be noted that the Kld oyd ratio is then defined as 0.7 at the NDT temperature. 

The ratio definition provides for entry of the Fig. 6 flaw size definition diagram for 
interpretations of dynamic instability conditions (use ratio 0.7 for the A/r « . scale as 
relating to A/d y,). The required ß value for plane strain condition for a (l7 ratio is 
indicated to be approximately 1.5 in. This minimum section thickness requirement does 
not correspond to service experience and is obviously not conect for the dynamic case. 
This fact is noted to emphasize that the noted ß scale should not be used in relation to 
dynamic fracture conditions. The ß relationships were evolved from static A/r test ex¬ 
perience and have not been proposed for use under dynamic conditions. 

It is well established by DWT and service experience that 0.5 in. or possibly 0.3 in. 
thickness is adequate to provide for dynamic plane strain conditions at NDT or lower 
temperatures. Thus, there is no need to use the ß scale for thickness interpretations. 
All thicknesses in excess of the quoted 0.3 to 0.5 in. range will provide adequate thick¬ 
ness restraint for dynamic fracture propagation. 

Extension of these engineering procedures to cover the case of static A/c condition 
at NDT requires introductory discussion. We should first recognize that the above in¬ 
terpretations support the established concept that the NDT represents the temperature at 
which very small flaws suffice for dynamic fracture initiation. Moreover, these do not 
invalidate the fact that steels of 1, 2, or 3 in. thickness should show a rapid rise in criti¬ 
cal flaw sizes above the NDT. The fracture mechanics analysis simply states that this 
increase results from a change of dynamic plane strain Kld conditions at the NDT tem¬ 
perature to higher fracture toughness values related to ac mixed-mode conditions, at 
temperatures above the NDT. Increase in section size to say 10 in. does not change the 
fracture mechanics calculation of the k,d level at NDT, assuming that metallurgical ef¬ 
fects are not involved to raise the NDT temperature. 

Figure 7 provides a schematic illustration of relationships between a/c, kn, kc, 
Robertson CAT, and DWT determinations. The curves are representative of low strength 
mild steels of approximately 1 in. thickness. The gradual rise in slope of the static a /r 
curve with temperature terminates with a rapid rise to Kc values (dashed part of curve), 
considerably below the NDT temperature. A similar rise of the A/d curve with temper¬ 
ature terminates in the same manner to Ac values as the NDT temperature is exceeded. 
Extrapolations of the static or dynamic A/t, curves to higher temperatures for increased 
thickness are subject to the same questions as were discussed in relation to the CAT 
curve. To avoid questions which cannot be answered at this time, we shall restrict all 
further discussions to the 1 to 3 in. thickness range, for which there is ample experi¬ 
mental evidence of Kld transition to Ar conditions with increasing temperature above the 
NDT. 
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Fig. 7 - Generalized temperature scale relationships of 
static Kfc and dynamic K/c (ä) measurements for mild 
steels of approximately 1 in. thickness. The graph illus¬ 
trates transition to Kc conditions and correspondence to the 
NDT temperature and to the Robertson CAT curve. 

NDT Analysis Diagram (NAD) 

According to best available estimates, the static K,r value at NDT may be approxi¬ 
mated by multiplying the K,d value by the ratio of to y,. Estimations of the Klc 
value at NDT for steels of various yield strengths can then be made by calculating the 
Kld value (as described previously) and then defining the K,c value by the 'y,¡ y, ratio 
approximation. The calculated k,c value then provides for definition of the K¡c y, ratio 
at NDT. These calculations for steels of 40, 60, 100, and 150 ksi yield strength result in 
A'/c y, ratios of 2.15, 1.55, 1.2, and 1.0 respectively. The vertical lines in Fig. 6, which 
are indexed to yield strength levels, are placed at these respective ratio values. Inter¬ 
polations may be made for steels of intermediate strength levels by noting the trends of 
the applicable ratios, with changes in yield strength. These combined procedures pro¬ 
vide for NDT indexing of Fig. 6 flaw size definitions to dynamic conditions (use 0.7 ratio 
for all yield strength levels) and for static conditions relating to ratios which are spe¬ 
cific to the yield strength level. In order to define clearly the use of Fig. 6 in relation to 
the NDT temperature region, the full diagram (complete with the vertical ratio lines) will 
be defined as the NDT Analysis Diagram (NAD). 

Figure 6 may be used in four ways, as follows: 

1. General — entry at the applicable ratio point, derived from direct experimental 
determination of A/(, or Khi values. 

2. Dynamic at NDT — entry by use of the 0.7 ratio line for all strength levels relat¬ 
ing to strain rate sensitive steels (NAD). 

3. Static at NDT — entry by use of the ratioa defined for specific strength levels 
(NAD). 
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4. Static General - for determination of n thickness values relating to any specified 
ratio. 

The NAD procedure provides useful guidelines for the engineer without the require¬ 
ment for understanding all the ramifications and limitations of fracture mechanics. The 
DWT (also the DT test, as will be described) serves to define the temperature for which 
these analyses apply. For general engineering use, the applicable range may be taken 
as NDT + 20°F to NDT - 50" F. Restrictions to a narrower range are not justified be¬ 
cause the effects of temperature over this range should not be expected to influence the 
critical flaw sizes in excess of the accuracy of the calculation methods. As will be dem¬ 
onstrated in the next section, these definitions are in line with those of the FAD for the 
NDT temperature range. The NAD amplifies the definitions provided by the FAD, but at 
the expense of requiring more detailed analysis of flaw size, geometry, and stress con¬ 
ditions. 

The NAD refinements provide for direct interpretations of decreased mechanical 
constraint effects due to limited section size. Thus, conditions which relate to a, frac¬ 
ture toughness control may be separated from those that imply A/r control. Consider¬ 
able advantage may be realized if plane strain a ,, conditions do not apply due to section 
size limitations, because larger flaw sizes will be tolerable. Such direct analyses rep¬ 
resent the most detailed and exact procedure for utilizing the NAD. In many cases such 
detailed definitions may not be required. For use in such cases, we shall describe an 
intermediate type of NAD interpretation which approaches the simplicity of the FAD. 

The proposed procedure is based on providing engineering guidelines for the use of 
the NAD which do not require analyses of the section-size problem. These guidelines 
will be based on the consideration that a very large fraction of problem cases to be ana¬ 
lyzed will fall in the range of less than 4 in. thickness and less than 120 ksi yield 
strength. If the thickness clearly exceeds this range, say 6 in. or more, it is suggested 
that the more detailed use of Fig. 6 be made according to previously described proce¬ 
dures. 

The proposed simplified use of the NAD follows established fracture mechanics 
simplification practices of defining safe or conservative "upper bound" flaw sizes which 
should be of concern for possible failure. The flaw size limits are placed sufficiently 
high to exclude uncertainties — in effect, these procedures define the "worry limit" at 
which the flaw sizes become too large for comfort. The NAD provides for this approach 
by use of the 1.2 ratio line, which is selected to define flaw sizes which clearly should be 
larger than those which could cause failures for steels of less than 120 ksi yield strength 
and not greater than 4 in. thickness. The 1.2 ratio relates to the calculated A/r. value 
for steels in the range of 100 to 120 ksi yield strength, higher ratios apply to steels of 
lower yield strength. The « scale indicates that the 1.2 ratio requires a minimum sec¬ 
tion s.ze of 4 in. to provide for plane strain conditions. Therefore, any combination of 
less than 120 ksi yield strength or less than 4 in. thickness will relate to fracture condi¬ 
tions involving deviations from plane strain. In effect, the flaw sizes deduced by use of 
the 1.2 ratio are conservative, and "worry" should begin if the flaws of interest approach 
the defined values or are significantly larger. Obviously, flaw geometry and relative 
stress must be considered for specific engineering interpretations. 

This description serves another purpose; if understood as to derivation, the reader 
may proceed to establish similar upper-bound limits specialized to his interests. While 
additional discussions could be made, there is no substitute for detailed study of Fig. 6 
and reflections as to its significance. The capsule treatments of flaw-size definitions 
that are provided have a wide variety of practical engineering ramifications. 
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FRACTURE MECHANICS INTERPRETATION OF FRACTURE 
ANALYSIS DIAGRAM (FAD) 

The NDT indexed Fracture Analysis Diagram (FAD) was evolved from service ex¬ 
perience. Its verification far exceeds that of any other procedure (4,5). After over six 
years of active use there has been no evidence of unfavorable experience; to the con¬ 
trary, there has been considerable confirmation by users. Questions of the validity of 
the FAD which are based on theoretical considerations must likewise involve questions 
of the associated service-failure correlations. 

One of the two main arguments against the generalized use of the FAD is based on 
considerations that static conditions may govern below the NDT in some cases, and 
for these the FAD is considered pessimistic. The other principal argument relates to 
thickness effects and the postulated "depressing" of the CAT curve. From these consid¬ 
erations, the validity of the FAD for thick steels (considerably over 3 in.) is questioned 
for temperatures above the NDT. 

Predictions of plane strain conditions considerably above the NDT due to thickness 
effects are not corroborated by service experience. There is no recorded evidence of 
plane strain fractures for very thick steels at temperatures of 100 F or more above the 
NDT. The theoretical, a/( extrapolations for low strength steels of 6 to 10 in. thickness 
indicate that such failures could develop as much as 400 F above the NDT. This predic¬ 
tion follows because the assumed A ,, slope above the NDT is relatively flat. It may be 
calculated to increase approximately 15 ksi Kim per 100°F rise above the NDT for the 
described A533 steel. The increase for a steel of 40 ksi yield strength would be less, 
and in the order of 10 to 12 ksi KTrT. for 100° F rise. If this is the fact, there is reason 
indeed for pessimism and alarm. 

In these respects, it should be noted that the theoretical extrapolations do not con¬ 
sider the effects of increased temperature on the basic micromodes of fracture which 
involve "transition" from cleavage to ductile rupture. These effects should influence the 
separation processes in the ,'r process zone and thereby defeat the increased application 
of added mechanical restraint due to thickness, as the transition range is entered. This 
concept may be defined as a "metallurgical barrier," specific to an intrinsic temperature 
range for a specified steel. This concept does not suggest that the CAT curves may not 
be shifted to moderately higher temperatures with increased thickness. However, it 
does suggest that this process will be effective only within modest limits, after which 
the increasing ductility of the metal defeats the mechanically enforced crack tip, plane 
strain condition. This concept is not contradicted by the wide variations in transition 
temperature that can be obtained by changes in notch sharpness, loading rate, etc. All of 
these effects relate to changes in the degree of mechanical severity at temperatures be¬ 
low the limiting metallurgical barrier. 

To our knowledge, there has been no detailed check of the FAD flaw size predictions 
based on fracture mechanics calculations for flaw sizes. We may now consider whether 
the calculations check the failure experience defined by the FAD. If this is the case it 
would be comforting for both the theory and engineering practice. For proper analysis, 
we shall consider only steels of 1 to 3 in. thickness and thus avoid questions relating to 
very thick steels, for which no one presently has answers except negatively as to fail¬ 
ures. The procedures for calculating critical flaw conditions for the dynamic A; (h/,) 
and static Klr conditions were explained in the previous section. For the dynamic case, 
the conservative A/ y , / ratio of 0.7 will be applied. For the static case, the conserva¬ 
tive lower-limit definition provided by the A/, , . ratio of 1.2 will be used, with the ad¬ 
ditional related restriction that the analyses apply to steels of less than 120 ksi yield 
strength. Most of the service failure cases on which the FAD was derived relate to 
steels below this strength level. 
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Additionally, we shall consider dynamic initiation conditions as being fully satisfied 
for this thickness range, for reasons cited. For the static case it is necessary to con- 
sider the « limitation associated with the 1.2 ratio index. The calculations will be made 
on the basis that the H limitation is satisfied; however, a notation of . will be used to 
indicate that the instability conditions may be expected actually to involve larger flaws 
because of the expected Ar control for initiation relating to sections of 1 to 3 in thick-' 
ness. 

The flaw lengths will be deduced by the use of the Fig. 6 curves relating to the 
stubby flaw of 1:2 geometry, which gives the most conservative length value. For flaws 
of 1:10 ratio, the length values will be greater. The reason for this choice is that the 
FAD flaw lengths are often considered "unrealistically” long. Thus, we choose a condi¬ 
tion which is the most severe test of the FAD definitions, which have been based on flaws 
of a variety of geometries. 

The flaw size predictions derived from Fig. 6 aie presented in Fig. 8 (left side). 
The upper left chart illustrates the dynamic k, {k/dl predictions of <, (depth) and 2r 
(width) in relation to the FAD. The lower left chart illustrates the static A , predictions 
in relation to the FAD. The curves above the NDT temperature are considered to be A 
controlled with respect to temperature. This follows because the CAT curve passes ' 
from A/(i to Ac control in this region, as described previously. In effect, the flaw sizes 
defined below NDT require increased stress for instability above the NDT temperature. 

The diagram on the right side of Fig. 8 presents a summary of these two analyses in 
terms of flaw lengths for comparison with the flaw length definitions of the FAD. It is 
noted that the FAD definition of under 1 in. for yield stress loading is close to the value 
defined for the static case and in concurrence with 0.4 in. size defined for the dynamic 
case. The FAD definition of under 1 in. provides adequate generalized warning for both 
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Fig. 8 - Fracture mechanics interpretations of Fracture Analysis Diagram 
(FAD). The calculated flaw sizes correspond to the FAD predictions derived 
from service experience. 
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brittle crack design for early studies. Both types were validated by extensive pipeline 
burst tests. The burst-test fractures were initiated in a brittle section and propagated 
into the test section material at controlled temperatures. Fracture arrests in these fu” 
scale tests were obtained at the temperatures of rapid Ar rise indicated by the DT type 
tests. The sharp, A .-risefeatures of the test provided a reliable index of arrests within 
narrow temperature limits. As the result, the test is now being considered industrially 
for routine application to steel specifications for pipelines. 

From 1960 to 1967, the NRL interests in the use of the DT test were directed pri¬ 
marily to problems of fracture toughness definitions for high strength steels and for .ion- 
ferrous metals, such as titanium and aluminum alloys (7,8). There was evident need for 
a limit-severity crack test based on the embrittled notch tip concept that could be ap¬ 
plied uniformly to all types of metals, in the temperature transition range or on the 
shelf, i.e., at full ductility. 

Fracture toughness questions lor steels are involved with boi\\ temperature and 
strength transitions. We introduce the term "strength transition" because with increased 
yield strength, the fracture toughness level of steels "on the shelf," i.e., above the tran¬ 
sition, decreases rapidly. The mechanical aspects that have been discussed for the tem¬ 
perature transition apply similarly to the strength transition. At a very high strength 
level, the best of steels are highly brittle, as at the "toe" of the temperature transition. 
The A,, tests for this level of fracture toughness may be made with specimen thickness 
of 1 in. or less. With decreasing strength, the attainable intrinsic (metallurgical) frac¬ 
ture toughness increases greatly. Hence, the section thickness required to develop plane 
strain conditions required for A/c testing must increase to the same very large sections 
(10 in. or more) described for the temperature transition, otherwise a change from plane 
strain to plane stress conditions results due to inadequate thickness. 

The size effect implications of fracture mec hanics theory thus raise questions of 
major import to the use of thick steels, for both the temperature and the strength transi¬ 
tions. Distressingly, the rate of accumulation of fracture mechanics data for sufficiently 
thick steels, or even experimental verification of the "sufficient" thicknesses for valid 
A,, measurements, will be slow to evolve. We can envision a decade of slow progress, 
particularly for the steels of intermediate and high fracture toughness. 

In order to evolve sufficient information in a reasonable time frame, it appears 
necessary to use a simple limit-severity crack test, such as the DT type, which has 
flexibility for the evaluation of section size effects. From a practical point of view, the 
deviations from A/r plane strain to A, mixed-mode or plane stress fracture conditions, 
with increasing temperature or decreasing strength, are exactly the information the en¬ 
gineer requires. 

The DT test was formerly known as the DWTT because of the drop weight method of 
loading used initially for all specimen sizes. Starting in 1963, Charpy type pendulum 
machines were evolved which cover the range of 5/8 in. to 2 in. thickness specimens. 
Figure 9 illustrates two machines of this type, the smaller of which features a double 
pendulum for "shockless" testing. For specimens of larger thickness, simple drop 
weight machines are used. The largest of these presently has a 160,000 ft-lb capacity. 
Figure 10 illustrates this machine and also one of intermediate capacity. 

Figure 11 illustrates the features of the 1 in. thick, standardized DT specimen and 
the appearance of typical fractures. The notch element consists of a brittle electron- 
beam weld. The embrittlement is obtained by the use of a small titanium wire which is 
melted by the electron beam to produce a weld of highly brittle, iron-5% titanium alloy. 
The early form of the test utilized a brittle steel bar welded to the tension side of the 
test specimen (7). Table 1 gives the dimensions and weights of the various specimens 
used for steels of increasing thickness. The table also includes the 5/8 in. thick, 
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Fig. 9 - Dynamic Tear (DT) te»t pendulum machine*, illustrating single pendulum 
type (5000 and 10,000 ft-lb capacity) on the left. The instrumented, double pendu
lum type (right) provides for shorkles* testing of 5/8 in. DT specimens (2000 ft-lb 
capacity).

Table 1
Dimensions and Weights of Various Steel Specimens Used in the DT Test

Specimen
Designation

Dim<ensions
in.)

Weight of 
Steel 

Specimen 
(lb)H K N a

5/8 in. DT 5/8 1-5/8 6-1/2 1 2 2
5/8 in. DPN* 5/8 1-5/8 6-1/2 l/2‘ 2

1 in. 1 4-3/4 16 1-3 4 24
2 in. 2 8 26 3 127

3 in. 3 8 26 3 190
6 in. 6 12 60 3 1220

12 in. (in test) 12 15 84 3 4580
15 in. (proposed) 15 18 84 3 6880

= Span between supports 
* = Depth

« = Thickness 
a > Brittle weld length

*Deep pressed notch — bottom of machined notch sharpened by pressed knife edge.
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i>r
Fig. 10 - Range of present, large drop weight type DT test machines; 160,000 ft-lb 
capacity (left) and 20,000 ft-lb capacity (right). Conventional DWT-NDT machines 
may be used also by changing to a modified anvil.
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DYNAMIC TEAR TEST
Fig. 11 - Features of 1 in. DT specimens. The broken halves illustrate fractures 
of low (bottom) and high (top) energy absorption. The flat regions at the bottom 
indicate the brittle weld; the ''U"-shaped saw cut configuration provides for easy 
fracture initiation.
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Fig. 12 - Range of DT specimens in current use for size effect studies. 
All of these feature the brittle electron beam weld crack starter.
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deep-pressed notch (DPN-DT) type under investigation for special applications to be de¬ 
scribed. Figure 12 illustrates the range of section sizes which can be investigated on a 
common basis of an electron-beam weld, brittle crack tip conditions. 

The brittle crack element of the test serves the purpose of generating a dynamically 
propagating instability, or popin. This feature emphasizes that the purpose of the test is 
to provide limit-severity test conditions for metals which are rate sensitive. For metals 
which are not rate sensitive, the brittle crack becomes the equivalent of a deep fatigue 
crack obtained inexpensively. Rate sensitivity effects are thus disclosed, if present, and 
the minimum plastic work energy characteristics for fracture of the metal are defined 
consistently. Alternatively, tests would have to be conducted to determine if rate sensi¬ 
tivity was involved. This is one of the problems of conventional static testing. 

The DT test value is based on measurement of the energy for fracture of a specified 
area of metal. For the small specimens, the pendulum machines measure the energy 
absorption in a Charpy machine mode. For large specimens, requiring the use of the 
drop weight machines, energy values are calculated from an oscilloscope trace derived 
from force-time instrumentation of the loading tup. As a check, use is also made of lead 
compression bars which provide a measure of the residual energy of the weight following 
fracture, by calibration of the degree of compression. 

A previous report (7) documented that the rise of the DT energy curve is relatable 
to the NDT temperature and to the Robertson CAT curve. Figure 13 illustrates the 
Fracture Analysis Diagram (FAD) for a 2 in. thick A201B steel, as indexed by the NDT 
temperature. The rise of the DT energy curve based on a 5/8 in. DT specimen (brittle 
weld tip) is seen to follow the course of the CAT curve portion of the FAD. As discussed 
previously, this effect is predictable from fracture mechanics theory and represents a 
change from dynamic A/r plane strain conditions to a; mixed-mode conditions. 

Figure 14 illustrates the course of the standard 1 in. DT specimen transition tem¬ 
perature energy curves for various steels. The indicated NDT temperatures were es¬ 
tablished directly by the use of the DWT. These curves define the rise in fracture 
toughness with temperature in relation to the most severe crack initiation condition which 
can be imposed on the metal. Accordingly, the applicable description is that of limit- 
severity curves. The NDT temperatures are always located on the toe region of DT 
energy transition curves. At the present state of experience, it appears that the NDT 
temperature can be inferred indirectly from the DT curves within a 30° F (i.e., ±15‘ F) 
temperature range. The usual decrease in shelf level fracture toughness, as the result 
of increase in strength level, is cle?-ly apparent from examination of the curves for sec¬ 
tions of a HY-80 steel plate heat tre*. ¿d to three strength levels. While the shelf level 
for a specific strength level is a function of metal quality factors, this case involving a 
single steel provides a clear example of strength effects. 

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 

Strength Transition Aspects - OMTL Diagram 

The discussions to follow relate to the effects of increasing yield strength on the 
level of fracture toughness that is attained at full ductility, i.e., on the upper shelf of the 
transition range if shelf conditions are attained. As explained previously, the tempera¬ 
ture transition feature is essentially eliminated at very high strength levels. For such 
stee':s the room temperature value may be taken as the index. Plates of 1 in. thickness 
were used for the bulk of the studies for reasons of availability and cost. Plates of 2 and 
3 in. thickness were cut to 1 in. DT specimen dimensions for purposes of establishing 
the metallurgical quality on a common index of section size. 
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TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 13 - Illustration showing that the tem¬ 
perature rise of the DT energy curves cor¬ 
responds to the CAT curve defined by the 
FAD. The temperature position of the FAD 
was established by DWT-NDT determination. 

It should be noted that practically all engineering data for ) in. or thicker steels, of 
intermediate and high strength, have been based on Cv values. The fracture significance 
of the Cv values was not known prior to these studies. Fracture mechanics data for 
steels of plate thickness have become available only recently; moreover, these are re¬ 
lated in large measure to the ultrahigh strength range. 

The first aims of the study during the early 1960's was to evolve an integrated ref- 
erence index of the relative fracture toughness properties of different types of steels and 
methods of production. This objective required the accumulation of sufficient data relat¬ 
ing to traditional steels, new steels that were being evolved by i*;iu .try, and the procure¬ 
ment of selected grades produced by special, high-quality melt practice, and various 
degrees of cross-rolling. Fracture toughness evaluations were made in the "weak” (WR) 
and "strong" (RW) directions, i.e., along and across the direction of primary rolling re¬ 
spectively. The beneficial effects of 1:1 cross-rolling, which results in optimum prop¬ 
erties, with elimination of a major loss of fracture toughness in the weak direction were 
documented. 
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Fig. 14 - Representative DT energy transition curves. The NDT 
temperatures determined by DWT are always located at the toe 
region of the respective DT curves. HY designation relates to 
yield strength level (ksi). 

Determination of the best attainable level o1.' fracture toughness as a function of 
strength level would be hopelessly confused if a mixture of strong direction and weak 
direction data are used for intercomparison. Because the utilization of steels generally 
involves eHher biaxial or random orientation with respect to possible fracture paths, all 
data to be reported represent tests in the "weak" (WR) direction if such exists. Obvi¬ 
ously, this limitation places a premium on uniform cross-rolling for the attainment of 
the best fracture toughness values for the strength level. 

The evolution of this large body of data were based on two tests: (a) the Cvtest, be¬ 
cause this was and remains the standard term of reference in the steel industry and in 
engineering circles, and (b) the DT test, for reasons of limit-severity crack features 
described previously, and because it provides direct evidence of the fracture mode in¬ 
volved. Both tests were practical for the survey (and for subsequent use for routine 
engineering indexing of quality) because of reasonable preparation cost and simplicity of 
testing. Selected steels were also tested using fracture mechanics procedures to deter¬ 
mine h/r values. These were limited to establishing trends and correlations with the 
Charpy-V and DT tests, because of high cost. 

The early survey involved steels produced by conventional melting, deoxidation, and 
rolling practices. For intermediate and high strength levels the combination of metalloid 
impurities, low cleanliness with respect to nonmetallic phases, and 2:1 or higher rolling 
ratios resulted in relatively inferior "weak" direction fracture toughness properties. 
Exploratory investigations of higher purity steels produced by improved melting and de¬ 
oxidation practices, combined with 1:1 cross rolling, produced directionally uniform 
properties of much higher fracture toughness value. The efforts of the metallurgical 
industry in the past five years were directed to such improvements. As the result, a 
wide variety of improved steels were surveyed and indexed in a master chart which has 
become known as the Optimum Material Trend Line (OMTL) diagram (7). 
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Fig. 1 5 - Three-dimensional representation of temperature and strength transitions 
for OMTL quality steels. The surface envelope defines the "fall back" of the DT 
energy-temperature transition toward room temperature, and the decrease in shelf 
level energy with increased strength. Common fracture modes for the two transi¬ 
tions are illustrated. The inner envelope relates to commercial, conventionally 
processed Q&T steels. 

Figure 15 describes the general aspects of the OMTL strength transition in compar¬ 
ison to temperature transitions. These aspects are illustrated schematically by a three- 
dimensional diagram. It is important to appreciate these aspects in a general sense, 
before proceeding with detailed discussion of specific data. 

The general form of the temperature transition DT curves may be recognized as 
relating to Fig. 14 data. The form of OMTL strength transition curve (Fig. 19 data) is 
remarkably similar to the temperature transition curves. The three-dimenoional dia¬ 
gram describes two "surface envelopes" of DT energy values related to strength and 
temperature transitions for the best (OMTL) and for the previously described conven¬ 
tionally processed steels. It is illustrated that the surface envelope for the conventional 
steels lies below that of the OMTL quality steels for both the strength and temperature 
transitions. 

Other features of interest are illustrated by the change in fracture appearance of the 
DT test consequent to the temperature and strength transitions. The sketches are typi¬ 
cal of DT test fractures relating to OMTL quality steels. These illustrate common 
transition from plane stress to mixed-mode and finally to plane strain fracture. Figure 
16 presents photographs of DT specimens which illustrate the common features of 
fracture-mode transition relating to temperature and strength aspects of these steels. 

The engineering significance of the DT strength transition was investigated (7) in 
1962-1964 by means of the Explosion Tear Test (ETT). This structural prototype test 
featured a 2 in. long, through-thickness, brittle weld similar to tbe DT test weld. The 
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OMTL CORRIDOR QUALITY 

STRENGTH TRANSITION 

-40/-60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -I60/-I80(°F) 
TEMPERATURE TRANSITION 
(YIELD STRENGTH 00-140 KSI) 

Fig. 16 - Common features of the fracture mode tran.-itmas. The top row relates 
to the strength transition for OMTL quality steels. The bottom row relates to the 
temperature transition for OMTL quality steels of 80 to 140 ksi yield strength. 
Ink lines have been added to denote clearly the demarcation between flat fracture 
central regions and slant (shear) fracture regions. 
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bi iltle weld is placed centrally in a plate of 1x22x25 in. dimensions. The test plate is 
bulged to cylindrical configuration on explosion ioading. The brittle weld serves to in
troduce a 2 in. crack. The test .nay be recognized as indexing the level of stress re
quired for propagation of fracture in the presence of a large crack. The general behavior 
of the ETT test in relation to the temperature or strength transition.'^ is illustrated m 
Fig. 17. The dramatic decrease in fracture toughness consequent to the transitions is 
obvious from this figure.

Extensive ETT surveys documented .h. the fracture modes for the Urge ETT piate 
were exactiy reproduced by the DT test. The flat break conditions for the ETT served to 
index DT values for vn.ch propagation a elastic stresses '"as possibie. With rise in the 
OMTL strength transition curve, a shari change occurred to fractures requiring gross 
plastic overload. The level of pUstic strain required to propagate ’tearing," plane 
stress fract.res increased in proportion to the DT energy level.

It was determined liat the OMTL diagrams presented in terms of DT energy or 
sheU energy were strikingly simiUr. This observation led to an additional finding of 
major signifi.. ice in 1963-1964. This finding was the correUtion of DT and Cy sheif 
values showr ii. Fig. 18. At this point a single OMTL diagram could be presented with

i A

i /'-'a ^
’IM

r "ii*”™

I
Fig. 17 - Explosion tsar tests (1x 22x 25 in.) featuring a centrally located 2 in. 
brittle weld crack-starter elr -..-nt. The series (top to bottom) illustrates the 
decrease in fracture toughnef.s following the OMTl- strength transition. A simi
lar decrease in fracture to.ghness develops for the temperature transition of 
OMTL quality steels of 80 140 ksi yield strength level. The fractures exactly
duplicate those of corresponding DT tests.
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Fig. 18 - Correlation of Cv shelf energy with DT shelf energy 

reference to both Cv and DT energy scales. It was cautioned that the Cv correlation does 
not hold in the Cv transition range and should be used only for "on the shelf," or equiva¬ 
lent, Cv values. 

The K,c correlation approach was then pursued for both the DT andCv specimens. 
Correlations between A /c, and Cy tests also were evolved independently by the U.S. Steel 
Research Laboratory. The successful establishment of these correlations now provides 
for common indexing of the OMTL diagram in terms of DT, Cy and K,c scales. Figure 
19 presents the combined index diagram. The bold arrow emphasizes the remarkable 
increase in fracture toughness obtained by metallurgical improvement with respect to 
purity, cleanliness, cross-rolling, and the use of new steel hardening mechanisms. This 
achievement is a tribute to the steel industry - the OMTL quality steels did not exist 
prior to five years ago. 

Correlations of Kh , DT, and Cy Data 

The development of correlation-indexing procedures for various types of fracture 
tests is of major importance to engineering applications of fracture mechanics. The 
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Fig. 20 - Relationships of A/r values 
to yield strength. The K/r -OMTL 
emerges by proportionate selection 
of DT-defined, OMTL quality steels. 
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vertical line drawn at 3500 ft-lb on the DT energy scale represents the approximate 
value at which the fracture surface of the DT specimen attains full slant fracture. The 
line serves a second purpose, in that at this point the v ,,, ratio in the A /r test ap¬ 
proaches 1.0. Beyond this value, the development of initial instability requires increas¬ 
ing load involving gross yielding. 

There are several factors which might be considered to affect the accuracy of the 
correlations. Since hh may be a function of loading rate, the high rate of loading and 
brittle crack popin for the DT test may be suspected of causing the specimen to fracture 
with a lower toughness indication. However, as the steels involved in the correlation (on 
the shelf for the low strength range and for any type of fracture for the high strength 
range) are relatively insensitive to notch-tip strain-rate effects, this factor is not signifi¬ 
cant. 

The change in slope of the A/, -DT correlation with increasing fracture toughness 
provides possible clues as to the physical events which are involved. These may be in¬ 
terpreted in terms of the state of stress fields and also in terms of the contributions of 
the iir process zone. 

The following viewpoint emerges from consideration of states of stress fields. For 
brittle materials, plane strain conditions are dominant in both the a, and the DT tests. 
This dominance is indicated by a commonality of flat fracture surfaces. As toughness 
increases, plane strain conditions may still exist at the notch tip in the A/r test as indi¬ 
cated by the flat triangular area of the "first event" fracture surface, which then may be 
followed by mixed-mode or plane stress fracture. The crack in the DT specimen shows 
similar first and second events; however, the energy index is derived primarily from the 
nature of the total fracture process. 

It might be expected that the slope of the relationship between a;, and DT values for 
brittle materials will differ from the slope relating to tougher materials. Figure 21 in¬ 
dicates that this is the case. For brittle metals involving low A/( and DT values, the 
correlation curve has a steeper slope than for the tough metals. This slope difference 
suggests that for the tougher metals the DT energy is increasing considerably faster, 
due to increasing dominance of mixed-mode and plane stress state of stress, than is the 
case for the first event fracture initiation assessment provided by the hh. test. This has 
the effect of decreasing the slope of the correlation curve. 

The </r, process zone analysis suggests that the size of the zone and its limit ductil¬ 
ity Ur) governs both the a/( and the Ar plane stress fracture toughness levels. For a 
specific metal, a/(, increases must therefore relate to A, plane stress increases. It 
evolves that the correlation data have a rational significance, as analyzed from both 
stress field and <iT process zone theory. 

The DT energy is plotted against /( in Fig. 22. In both tests the resistance of the 
metal to crack propagation is a function of the plastic zone size, and ,, is an indication 
of this factor for the a,, investigation. The normalization of a, by the yield stress im¬ 
proves the correlation. This improvement further indicates that the correlation has a 
fundamental validity. 

In Fig. 23, the strain energy release rate, g,, , is compared to the DT value divided 
by the nominal fracture area (excluding the brittle weld). This plot was drawn in order 
to compare similar quantities on each axis (in.-lb/in.-’). The least amount of scatter in 
any of the figures is indicated in this graph. Mutual comparison on an energy basis in¬ 
dicates that the two tests are measuring the same natural event of energy absorption for 
fracture. 

Correlations of DT energy with Cv shelf values were presented previously in Fig. 18. 
The correlations of Cv and a, values are shown in Fig. 24. The scatter of this 
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Fig. 22 - Yield strength nor¬ 
malization of Fig. 21 data by 
calculation of ;i/c parameter 

Fig. 23 - Correlation of t¡/c and DT 
fracture energies per unit area. 
t¡/(. is mathematically related to 
and is an expression in terms of 
energy. 
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correlation is reduced considerably by normalization procedures which Include the yield 
strength, as evolved at the U.S. Steel Research Laboratory. The NRL data based on this 
normalization procedure are shown in Fig. 25. Checks were made with correlations ob¬ 
tained by U.S. Steel investigators, and these were found to fall closely to the curve of 
this figure. A rigorous explanation for the excellence of the Cv correlation is not cur¬ 
rently available. It is emphasized that the correlations cannot be applied to the Cv tran¬ 
sition temperature range. 

Fig. 25 - Yield strength normalization 
of K/c and Cv relationships evolved from 
Fig. 24 data 

OMTL Corridor and Zonal Charts 

The strength transition for steels of 1 in. thickness is illustrated by the corridor 
zone between the two OMTL curves shown in Fig. 26. The higher curve relates to the best 
material (OMTL) for the strength level, as defined by all data available to date. The 
lower curve is defined as the "normal expectancy" OMTL and relates to fracture tough¬ 
ness levels which may be expected with high confidence in procurement of the best mate¬ 
rial. In addition to the OMTL corridor, the figure also indicates the zonal location of 
data points for steels of primary interest. The chemical composition and yield strength 
characteristics of these steels are listed in Table 2. 

Figure 27 reproduces the plate material OMTL corridor and addit ionally indexes the 
DT data zonal locations for weld metal (developed for use with the zoned metals) as de¬ 
posited by various techniques. The hatched trend lines for the various weld deposition 
practices and associated welding wire quality aspects were derived from additional DT 
and Cydata not zoned in the diagram. The importance of changing from stick-metal-arc 
(SMA), to gas-metal-arc (GMA), and then to gas-tungsten-arc (GTA) welding deposition 
procedures with increased strength level is readily apparent. In order to obtain a frac¬ 
ture toughness match with the OMTL corridor quality, plate material (which requires 
special melt practices resulting in higher purity with respect to 0,, N,, S, P, etc.), 
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it is necessary to utilize welding techniques and wire which provide similar quality as¬ 
sets ï should be noted that the deposition technique can only serve to retain such 
Sality as is inherent to the wire. For example, a poor quality wire will not result in 

high quality GTA weld deposits. 

The OMTL corridor, and the plate material zonal reference areas, will be used as 
reference in flaw size analysis diagrams to be presented The criticaHlaw slzes c ^- 
culated bv use of the Klr scale, will be overlayed on the OMTL diagrams so as to develop 
engineering interpretations which reduce a large body of data and calculations to simple 

form. 

Development of Flaw Size Analysis Diagrams 

The Ki scale of the OMTL diagrams relates to the level of fracture toughness that 
would be measured for a plate of adequate thickness to ensure plane strain conditions. 
There are presently at least three schools of opinion regarding the minimum thickness 
Requirements for measurements of */f values. The most restrictive is represented by 

the ASTM-E24 Committee definition of « i l O" this ^on y. ^î.'fÜut-a 
less than 120 ksi VTiT. would be considered valid for plates of 1 in. thickness in the ultra- 
high strength range of the corridor region. Less restrictive practices are being used, 
based on the assumption that the factor in the sUted formula may be ™ 1>5 or*8 
Finally, there Is the engineering point of view that apparent a values obtained for les 
than adequate thickness may be adjusted by calculation to provide *PPr°*i,”*te /- 
ues. Previous discussions have emphasized that for metals of high toughness, the 
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60 00 100 120 140 160 180 (KG/ MM*) 
YIELD STRENGTH 

Fig. 27 - Zonal location of DT test data for weld metals developed specifically for 
joining various steels of primary interest. The trend lines relate to the various 
weld deposit techniques and associated weld wire quality aspects. 

adjusted value is adequate for most engineering purposes. The "one-iteration” state¬ 
ment in the section on A /r-DT correlation relates to such adjustments. It means a "one- 
calculation" adjustment. In some cases a series of calculations is made with the intent 
of obtaining a refined definition of the approximate h/r value. The process involves cal¬ 
culation of the plastic zone size and addition of the radius (ry) tv the physical crack 
depth (o0). A second calculation of A/r is then made on the basis of an assumed crack of 

^ depth. 

All contentions considered, it is a fact that Kh, values quoted in the literature are 
obtained by all of these various procedures. Because of these complications, the ASTM- 
E24 Committee has recommended that the method used be cited. The use of correction 
procedures for calculating K/< values is not a reflection simply of dedication to A/r test¬ 
ing, but results from the fact that alternate A. (or related ) testing procedures have 
not been evolved to a point of acceptance for use in experimental fracture mechanics. 

The A/r values derived for the correlations represent acceptance of usual practices 
in A/r measurements, including the adjustment technique. The problem that has arisen 
in the use of corrected A/r values for calculations of critical flaw sizes, is the compli¬ 
cations of "correcting back" to a calculated A, value for plates of less than adequate 
thickness. This procedure is often ignored, or not appreciated, by engineers who attempt 
to use fracture mechanics calculations for metals of relatively high fracture toughness. 
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The iso-flaw depth lines (for 1:10 flaw and load equal to yield stress) presented on 
the left side of Fig. 28 were calculated on the assumptions that plane strain conditions 
governed for all levels of the indicated A/r scale. These definitions are representative 
of the described incorrect procedures, if the specific thickness under consideration does 
not provido for a, plane strain conditions. For example, the 1 in. iso-flaw depth line 
(top line) vas derived on the assumption that a plate of 10 in. thickness was involved. 
For sections of significantly smaller thickness, the subject calculation is invalid even on 
theoretical bases. 

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS 

Fig. 28 - Physical interpretations (right) of crack tip instability events for K, 

values (I, II, HI) relating to A/f, y, ratios which follow the course of the OMTL 
corridor. The iso-flaw depth lines are calculated on the assumption that plane 
strain conditions govern at all levels of fracture toughness. 

Figure 28 illustrates another aspect of significance to interpretations of a , values 
for steels of different yield strength. The A/r to yield strength ratio (a. ■ ) is the pa¬ 
rameter of fracture toughness level which normalizes the effects of yield strength and 
relates to the plastic zone size (work energy). Actually, the formal relationship to plas¬ 
tic zone size involves the square of this ratio; howe-er, for simplicity of discussion the 
simple engineering ratio value will serve the purposes of this report. 

The physical events associated with crack tip instabilities related to increasing 
A /r y, ratio values are illustrated schematically in Fig. 28 (right). The relationships 
of these physical events to the OMTL corridor A/r y, ratio values (deduced by consid¬ 
eration of the A, and corresponding yield strength values) are noted by the I, II, and in 
notations. The range of A/(. values which apply to the various corridor positions are in¬ 
dicated by the dashed bands which are identified by the same I, If, and in notations. 
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The load-displacement curves illustrated (right side) relate to nominal load and to the 
crack tip opening as measured by the clip gage. The curves denote that a catastrophic 
popin which is not arrested (fast fracture) is developed only for low h/r v, ratios. For 
intermediate ratios, a small instability is developed which arrests, and further slow 
propagation requires rising load stress. For high ratios, only a slight deviation from 
linearity is involved, and the instability starts with a tearing process which requires 
rising load for slow propagation. 

These are the various behavior patterns of the 1 in. thick specimens from which the 
A/r correlations were made. The crucial question is whether the type III behavior would 
in fact be replaced by a type I behavior with large increase in thickness. Theory pre¬ 
dicts that the initial instability would occur at the highly restrained crack tip, but there 
is no experimental evidence that fracture propagation would occur at the instability load. 
For steels of high A,, ratios the initial instability causes blunting of the crack tip; 
consequently higher A values for further extension of the crack would be required, i.e., 
rising load. For such conditions the event of initial instability may not be of engineering 
significance. 

The intriguing question of the minimum thickness that would be required for meas¬ 
urement of valid A ,, values (or for valid calculations of critical flaw sizes), with rise 
alcng the OMTL corridor, is answered in Fig. 29 (left). The formally required thick¬ 
nesses, by the ASTM E-24 Committee definition, range from 1 in. or less at the low end, 
to 10 in. or more at the high end of the corridor. The origins of the 1, 4, and 10 in. re- ’ 
quirements are evident from the plots on the right-hand side of the figure. These rep¬ 
resent thicknesses above which geometry-dependent Ar values reach a constant minimum, 
i.e., A/r. There is a rapid rise of A, values above the A/r line as thickness becomes 
less than the required minimum - these are indicated schematically by the dashed por¬ 
tions of the curves. 

In the development of Flaw Size Analysis Diagrams to be presented, flaw depth cal¬ 
culations for steels of adequate thickness were made directly from the A/r scale value. 
For thi:knesses less than the adequate value, the appropriate A value was calculated. 
The A( value relates specifically to the finite thickness of plate being considered. The 
calculations are approximate at best, and probably underestimate the A, values. There 
is little formal fracture mechanics information on procedures for calculating A, condi¬ 
tions. Details of the processes used are beyond the scope of this report; a brief descrip¬ 
tion is provided in the Appendix. 

Flaw size calculations were made for 1 in. and 3 in. plates based on the a; . scale 
value and with consideration of thickness constraint adjustments (a, ) in accordance with 
the procedures described above. The Flaw Size Analysis Diagrams are presented in 
Figs. 30 and 31. The* diagrams feature critical iso-flaw depth lines with separate ftota- 
tions indicating the calculated flaw depths for 1 in. and 3 in. plates. Both diagrams re¬ 
late to the most severe flaw geometry, i.e., the 1:10 flaw (semi-infinite). The charts 
represent conditions for yield stress loading (Fig. 30) and for one-half of yield stress 
loading (Fig. 31). Critical flaw depths which relate to stubby flaws (1:2) may be deduced 
by multiplication of the flaw depths noted for the 1:10 flaw by a factor of 2 to 3. For- 
mally, the conversion factor is in the order of 2.5 for plane strain conditions. The dia¬ 
grams are zoned by A/r ratio lines of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5. These define four zones of 
rapidly increasing fracture toughness and critical flaw sizes. The slopes of the iso-flaw 
depth lines folio v those of the A,, vv lines because the basic element in the flaw size 
calculations is this ratio, as discussed previously. 

A simplified analysis of the iso-flaw depth diagrams is presented in Fig. 32. The 
increase in fracture toughness following the course of the OMTL corridor is analyzed in 
this figure in relation to the A/r vs ratio locus of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, as follows: 

1. Above the 1.5 ratio line, stresses in excess of yield and through-thickness flaws 
in excess of 12 in. length are required for fracture propagation for a 3 in. plate, in the 
expected plane stress mode. 
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2. Above the 1.0 ratio line, stresses in excess of yield and through-thickness flaws 
in excess of 6 in. length are required for fracture propagation for a 1 in. plate, in the 
expected plane stress mode. 

3. In the general location of the 0.5 ratio line, plane strain fractures may be initi¬ 
ated and propagated from relatively minute defects (0.1 in. or less) for both 1 in. and 
3 in. plates. Relatively high elastic stresses are required above the 0.5 ratio line, and 
relatively low elastic stresses are sufficient for the region below this line. 

The bold arrow which points above the 1.0 ratio line emphasizes a large Increase in 
fracture toughness and critical flaw sizes for 1 and 3 in. plates. In the high range of the 
OMTL corridor, "huge" flaw sizes and gross plastic overload are required for highly 
ductile, plane stress fracture of 1 and 3 in. plates. 

The bold arrow which points downward from the 1.0 ratio line indicates a dramatic 
decrease in fracture toughness consequent to change from mixed-mode to plane strain 
fractures as the 0.5 ratio line is approached. The specific flaw sizes in this region vary 
over a wide range, depending on level of stress, flaw geometry, and thickness constraint. 

The toe region of the corridor represents relatively brittle material. The critical 
flaw sizes are minute and for many cases beyond the limits of detectability by nonde¬ 
structive testing. 

The bold vertical band at approximately the 180 ksi yield strength level serves to 
highlight other interesting facts. At this point the fracture toughness of 1 to 3 in. thick 
steels spans the range from the 1.5 ratio (at the OMTL line), to the 1.0 ratio (at the 
lower bound of the corridor), and to below the 0.5 ratio for low quality steels. Thus, the 
best steels feature relatively high fracture toughness, i.e., plane stress fracture for 1 in. 
thickness and mixed-mode fracture toughness for 3 in. thickness. The lowest quality 
steels of this strength level are highly brittle. By an increase in yield strength from 
180 ksi to 210 ksi, the best quality steels become brittle. By a decrease in yield strength 
to 150 ksi, extremely high fracture toughness is attained for OMTL corridor steels of 1 
to 3 in. thickness. The dramatic effects of yield strength changes of ±30 ksi from the 180 
ksi base point are made evident by these analyses. The OMTL corridor fracture tough¬ 
ness transition is very sharp in the midpoint region and has the same features as in¬ 
creasing or decreasing temperature at the midpoint of the transition temperature range. 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR STRENGTH TRANSITION 

Ratio Analysis Diagram (RAD) 

The OMTL corridor transition features are a conseouence of the decreasing ratios 
of K/r The ratio values provide yield strength normalization indices of fracture 
toughness. The formal relationship to the plastic zone size involves the square of the 
ratio; however, for most practical purposes, the simple ratio serves as an engineering 
index. The significance of the ratios in relation to other parameters is defined in 
Table 3. 

The calculations relating to plane stress conditions represent approximations. 
While exactness is not possible at the present state of development of fracture mechanics 
for mixed-mode or plane stress conditions, the order-of-magnitude changes involved 
clearly indicate that it is not necessary to wait for exact solutions, if feasible. The 
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Table 3 
Significance of A/, Ratios in Relation to Other Parameters 

Engineering 
Index Ratio 

(a,, 

Relative 
Plastic Zone Size 

(Plane Strain) 

‘A,. 

Relative Frac¬ 
ture Toughness 

Parameter 

Relative Fracture 
Toughness Parameter 

Plane 
Strain 

Plane 
Stress 

1 in. 
Thickness 

3 in. 
Thickness 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

3.0 

0.25 

1.0 

2.25 

4.0 

9.0 

1 

4 

9 

16 

36 

3 

12 

27 

48 

108 

1« 

4* (12)t 

27t 

48t 

108^ 

1* 

4* 

9* (27)t 

48Î 

108f 

Apiane strain. 
Ipianr stress. 

increase in relative fracture toughness consequent to increase of the ratio values is 
dramatic by any procedure of examination, graphical or numerical. 

These definitions of the engineering significance of the A/r 1S ratios provide for 
the evolution of a Ratio Analysis Diagram (RAD), presented in Fig. 33 The diagram 
evolves by extrapolation of the A/r ratio lines to low strength levels. The previous 
flaw-size-analysis plots are modified by the use of a linear scale below the a, value 
of 100 ksi 'Jin., to provide for this extrapolation. The changes in fracture modes and 
critical flaw sizes described in relation to Figs. 30 and 31 apply across the entire dia¬ 
gram, because these are basically related to the ratio lines at all strength levels. 

The Cv scale relating to the A/( -C correlation is presented on the right-hand side of 
the diagram, and the Cv scale relating to the DT-Cy correlation is presented on the left. 
The resulting C scales are in almost exact correspondence at Cy values of less than 
approximately 50 ft-lb. For higher C values, the Cy scale derived from 6,, 0 relation¬ 
ship is compressed in comparison to the DT derived scale. This compression results 
from the experimental difficulties of determining a, values in excess of 200 ksi \ in. 
These values relate to high A,, ratios and should be considered as approximate a, 
values for reasons cited previously. 

The complications of approximate a,, values apply to some degree to the 1.5 ratio 
line and certainly to the 2.0 and 3.0 ratio lines. Obtaining valid A, values in excess of 
120 ksi n/ïïê for 80 ksi yield strength steel involves the same problem as obtaining valid 
values in excess of 210 ksi vln. for a 140 ksi yield strength steel. Whenever the ratio 
increases to 1.5 or higher values, it signifies that the a,,, value is determined for stress 
conditions above yield. For such conditions the "iteration" calculation corrections must 
be made. 

These aspects do not complicate the interpretations of the RAD because the high 
ratio lines are used to signify very high fracture toughness relating to plane stress duc¬ 
tile fracture. For these conditions it is not necessary to be concerned with small differ¬ 
ences in flaw sizes-all flaw sizes will be "huge,” and the propagation stress required 
will be of plastic-load intensity. 
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PrarUcal use is made of the RAD by simple entry based on either Cv shelf energy 
values or DT energy values, as represented by the left-hand scales. Obviously, the yield 
strength must be known to plot the point in the diagram. If the A/( value is available, 
entry is made from this scale. The bold arrows pointing upward in the diagram serve as 
a reminder of the transitions to plane stress for 1 in. and 3 in. thickness. The bold ar¬ 
row pointing downward signifies transition to brittle plane strain conditions, which would 
also include 0.5 in. plates at and below the 0.5 ratio line. The Flaw Size Analysis Dia¬ 
grams (Figs. 30, 31) interpretations may be used for determining critical flaw sizes in 
the regions between the 1.5 and 0.5 ratio lines, if desired. Above the 1.5 ratio line there 
is no need to calculate flaw sizes (huge). Below the 0.5 ratio line the calculated flaw 
sizes are ordinarily below the detectability limits of nondestructive testing for most 
purposes. 

Checks of the validity of the diagram in the higher strength range were made from 
data for seven steels presented in the ASTM-STP 410 publication (10) plus three addi¬ 
tional steels, involving data provided by U.S. Steel Research Laboratory and Westinghouse 
Research Laboratories investigators. The points enclosed in the "dashed” envelopes 
represent Cv shelf values and related A/( values for the ten steels, which are described 
in Table 4. It is apparent that the DT indexed Cv scale remarkably locates all of the 
points in correspondence to the A /(. scale. This correspondence indicates that Cv shelf 
values may be used within reasonable limits to index the hlr value, and thus serve to 
characterize the A/( , ,, ratio for steels of known yield strength. 

The group of points at approximately the 110 ksi yield strength level represents 
widely used low alloy, commercial Q&T steels of the different types noted in Table 2. 
These were obtained as 1 in. plates and were tested by the 1 in. DT test, and also by the 
Cv test to define "weak" direction shelf values. It is noted that these he in the region 
above the 1.0 ratio line (by both Cv or DT indexing) and thus should represent material 

Table 4 
Data from ASTM-STP 410511 (1 and 2 in. Plates) 

Steel (ksi) 
Cv at 80 F 

(ft - lb) 
*/c 

(ksi V in.) 
A /c \ ' 
Ratio 

18Ni (250) A-538 Grade B 

18NÍ (200) 

18Ni (190) 

12Ni-5Cr-3Mo 

5Ni-Cr-Mo-V 

4147 A-372 Class V-Type E 

T-l A-517 Grade F 

18Ni 190-VIM (Long.)t 

18Ni 190-VIM (Trans.)t 

HP-9-4-.25’ 

246 

192 

187 

186 

149 

137 

110 

186 

187 

180 

16 

25 

58 

65 

89 

26 

62 

61 

35 

40 

87 

107 

167 

233 

279 

121 

177 

168 

123 

110 

0.35 

0.56 

0.89 

1.25 

1.87 

0.88 

1.61 

0.91 

0.66 

0.61 

Steel Applied Research Laboratory. 
jAdditional data; courtesy of S. Rolfe, U.S. St< el Applied Research Laboratory. 
♦ Additional data; courtesy of E. Wessel, Westinghouse Research Laboratories. 
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which fractures in a plane stress mode at DT shelf temperatures. The DT fractures 
confirmed the prediction of the diagram. However, it must be noted that these are not 
the equivalent of the dramatic slant fractures obtained for the high shelf energy OMTL 
steels. 

Explosion Tear Tests (ETT) of these materials at ambient temperatures (above 0 F) 
have indicated plane stress fracture features similar to the DT specimen fracture at the 
same temperatures. However, the "resistance" to plane stress fracture propagation is 
considerably less than that of OMTL quality steels of the same strength level, which de¬ 
velop much higher Cv shelf and DT energies. The ETT confirms this by evidence of 
much lower levels of plastic bulging for fracture propagation for these steels compared 
to the OMTL quality steels. The need for such high levels of plane stress fracture 
toughness, and corresponding increased resistance to propagation of ductile fractures, is 
a matter of engineering decision related to unusual service conditions, to be discussed. 

The as-rolled or normalized structural steels of 30 to 60 ksi yield strength have a 
wide range of DT and Cv shelf energy values. In general the "weak" direction values 
may be expected to lie in the zonal locations indicated by the diagram.* These steels 
may have relatively high plane stress fracture toughness, but not as high as is developed 
by the OMTL Q&T steels of the 80 to 140 ksi yield strength range. The engineering 
problem in the use of the 30 to 60 ksi yield strength steels is that the transition temper¬ 
ature may fall in or above the ambient range. 

Steels with Cy shelf values in the order of 10 to 20 ft-lb, for strength levels in the 
order of 30 to 50 ksi yield strength, are not ordinarily articles of commerce. This 
exclusion from the diagram is indicated by the "lower bound" curve for commercial 
steels, covering the range of 30 to 140 ksi yield strength. To attain Cv shelf values be¬ 
low this curve would require very peculiar metallurgical conditions. However, such val¬ 
ues may be found in the nodular irons and malleable irons of 30 to 50 ksi yield strength. 
The locus of the 0.5,1.0, and 1.5 ratio lines at this level of yield strength suggest that 
such materials would fracture in plane stress mode for shelf levels in the range of 10 to 
20 ft-lb. Previous NRL investigations in 1952 and 1953 disclosed that such was the case. 
Figure 34 presents data for a 38 ksi yield strength nodular iron featuring a 16 ft-lb Cv 
shelf value (11). As illustrated by photographs of 1 in. thick plate, Crack Starter Explo¬ 
sion Tests (using the DWT brittle weld), shattering type brittle fractures associated with 
the transition temperature region of the Cv curve are replaced by plane stress, plastic- 
overload fractures at Cv shelf temperatures. The same relationships between the explo¬ 
sion tests and Cv curves were demonstrated for 1 in. thick plates of malleable irons 
which feature a Cv temperature transition to approximately 12 ft-lb shelf values (12). 

The subject references to the nodular and malleable iron investigations provided ex¬ 
tensive experimental documentation that the rudimentary plane stress fractures, related 
to such low Cv shelf values (or low DT values implied by the RAD), provide poor resist¬ 
ance to propagation of ductile fracture. Extensive "easy" tearing was obtained with the 
application of very low levels of plastic bulge strain in the Crack Starter Explosion Tests. 
In the 1952 nomenclature, the results were described as representing "low energy shear," 
which represented the first use of this term. In comparison, mild steels of similar 
strength levels, but of Cv shelf values in the order of 40 to 60 ft-lb, responded to Crack- 
Starter Explosion-Test deformation by developing full spherical bulges, with very limited 

Usual practices for Cv testing result values related to fracture in the strong direc¬ 
tion. The RAD provides for proper interpretations of these values. The reasons for 
uniform reference to "weak" direction properties in this report were explained in the 
introductory section to high strength steels. 
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Fig. 34 - Explosion CrackStartrr Tests for nodular iron. Transition from plane 
strain (shatter) fractures to arrests of plane stress (tearing) fractures is related 
to C., transition to 16 ft-lb shelf value.
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tearing at temperatures of plane stress fracture. These were described as representing 
"high energy shear." At this early date it became apparent that the Cv shelf value was 
an index of relative resistance to propagation of ductile fracture and was so reported. 

The described data for the irons, mild steels, low alloy Q&T steels, and the 180 ksi 
steels uniformly demonstrate that plane stress fracture conditions for 1 in. plates are 
attained at Cv shelf values which lie above the 1.0 ratio line or higher positions in the 
RAD. The 1 in. DT test also uniformly demonstrates plane stress fracture conditions 
for steels above the 1.0 ratio line for the entire range of 35 to 180 ksi yield strength. 
Over this same range, a decrease to 0.5 ratio is represented by a change in DT frac¬ 
ture mode to flat, plane strain fracture. 

These various observations confirm that the RAD may be indexed in relation to the 
ratio lines for ali strength levels. Moreover, confirmation is also provided for the 
validity of the fracture mechanics procedures which are based on consideration of yield 
strength as a major element in the interpretations of fracture toughness test values. In 
conformance with these principles, the Cv shelf values and DT energy values are nor¬ 
malized by the slopes of the ratio lines. The importance of this contribution of fracture 
mechanics to the interpretations of relatively simple engineering fracture tests cannot 
be overestimated. It is in fact revolutionary and should affect all future engineering de¬ 
sign and specification practices. The impact on alloy development is of similar major 
import. 

Precautions - Metallurgical Considerations for Q&T Steels 

Certain precautions should be noted in the use of the RAD for interpretations which 
apply to Q&T steels of 3 in. thickness. The primary purpose of this discussion is to 
emphasize that the extension of 1 in. DT analysis to 3 in. thickness is valid only if the 
1 in. DT test is made for the 3 in. thickness. For example, it is not proper to use I in. 
plate data as representing 3 in. plate properties, unless it is known that there are no 
metallurgical changes resulting from increased thickness. 

The metallurgical effects of increased thickness relate to the alloy content, and the 
Q&T steels are particularly sensitive in this respect. All of these steels are designed 
by controlled alloy content to provide through-hardening (required to produce proper 
metallurgical structures) tœspecific maximum thicknesses. This is a matter of "hard- 
enability" and can be calculated with exactness by metallurgists. Because of alloy cost 
factors, commercial steels use the lowest alloy content commensurate with the maxi¬ 
mum thickness in question. For example, the described low alloy Q&T steels are de¬ 
signed for a maximum of 1 to 2 in. thickness, depending on the specific type and the 
producer. As thickness is increased above the "designed" level, unfavorable metallur¬ 
gical structures result which, in a low percentage of the total, catastrophically decrease 
fracture toughness to brittle levels. In effect, the transition temperature range is shifted 
from subzero to over the norma'l ambient. Thus, plane stress ductile fracture at room 
temperature for a 1 in. plate is changed to cleavage, brittle fracture for a 3 or 4 in. plate. 

Another feature of the low alloy Q&T steels is that deviations from best welding 
practices may result in weld heat affected zone (HAZ) properties which fall below the 
1.0 ratio line (cv shelf values may be lowered to 14 to 18 ft-lb). Thus, it is possible to 
obtain plane strain fracture propagation at elastic loads in the HAZ (13). Unless appro¬ 
priate welds are used for this strength level, it is also possible to obtain similar per¬ 
formance for the weld metal. The proper utilization of these steels in welded structures 
requires careful consideration of weld and HAZ fracture paths. While some producers 
supply extensive data and guidelines in these respects, this is by no means common 
practice. Moreover, there is unfortunate lack of respect for these guidelines by fabri¬ 
cators. Experience has shown that structural failures for these steels in thicknesses 
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less than the "designed" thickness is always associated with weld or HAZ fracture paths. 
Failures of these steels, for thickness in excess of the "designed" thickness, have been 
associated with conventional brittle fracture of the base material. 

The Navy HY-80 steel is now utilized extensively for industrial purposes. The high 
alloy composition of this steel is "designed" for maximum plate thickness of approxi¬ 
mately 6 to 8 in. The 100 to 110 ksi yield strength grade (HY-110) is basically the same 
steel, heat treated to higher strength and features similar thickness limits. Unfortunate 
industrial applications of these steels (HY-80 and HY-100) have been made for much 
greater thickness, particularly as forgings. The results of greatly exceeding the design 
thickness (12 to 20 in.) are exactly the same as for the low alloy steels. The steels will 
then feature plane stress fracture toughness for a surface zone (of say 2 in. depth) and 
the remainder will entail a brittle core. DT test sampling through the thickness of such 
heavy section material discloses the presence of such conditions. 

Energy Intensity Considerations 

There are structural applications for which plane stress fracture of high energy 
"intensity" (fracture resistance) is required. These are applications which involve pre¬ 
vention of tearing propagation in the presence of a very long flaw or actual stoppage of 
tearing. These generally relate to pressure vessels; for example, nuclear containment 
vessels, gas pipe lines, compressed gas cylinders, etc. For a nuclear containment ves¬ 
sel the problem may be the arresting of fracture after a length of weld has broken. For 
gas pipe lines it may be desired to introduce a short section of fracture tough steel which 
arrests fracture or decreases the propagation velocity so that pressure is released. For 
a seamless pressure flask of large dimensions it may be the "control" of a large flaw 
created by the rupture of a lamination. For ships or similar large structures the need 
may be for welded "crack-arresters” to replace riveted items of this type. 

The question of energy "intensity" for 1 in. thickness is answered directly by the DT 
energy scale for RAD positions relating to the plane stress fracture mode. For example, 
the energy intensity for the low alloy Q&T steels is approximately 1/3 to 1/4 that of the 
OMTL corridor material of the same strength level. 

The question of "how much is enough" for these unusual conditions does not have a 
generalized answer, except the more the better. The reason Is illustrated id the upper 
box of Fig. 35. If a flaw is many times the thickness (say 10X, 20X, etc.), bulging in the 
general flaw region will occur for a pressure vessel. This will result in gross plastic 
overload in the region of the crack tip. The nominal hoop stress then loses all signifi¬ 
cance. The longer the crack in relation to thickness, the lower is the hoop stress that 
will result in gross plastic overload at the region of the crack tip. In effect, by increas¬ 
ing crack-length-to-thickness ratio the required hoop stress falls to very low levels, 
such as one tenth of yield stress or less. 

Thü RAD zoning of Fig. 35 was developed as a practical approach to providing some 
guidelines in these respects. The data presented relate to a 1 in. thick flat plate in pure 
tension. Critical flaw lengths for through thickness cracks and yield stress nominal load 
are presented in relation to the ratio lines. These data evolve from A calculations 
which are admittedly approximate; however, this is the best that can be done analytically. 
It is apparent that the critical flaw lengths for plane stress propagation increase rapidly 
with increasing DT energy. 

The bold arrows of the diagram with the notation "fall back for plastic loads" indi¬ 
cate large decreases in critical flaw lengths due to bulging which develops for pressure 
vessels. Such large decreases have experimental verification in pressure vessel burst 
tests featuring large flaws (3,5). The approximate dimensions of the critical flaw lengths 
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YIELD STRENGTH 
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Fig. 35 - RAD analysis of approximate through-thickness flaw lengths for plane 
stress fracture propagation at nominal yield stress load, for 1 in. thick flat 
plates; also indicates large decrease in critical flaw lengths for pressure ves¬ 
sels, due to bulging developed in the flaw region 

which relate to various steels of interest may be deduced by indexing to the diagram (for 
example, based on Cv shelf energy and yield strength). A generalized comparison may 
be made directly from the diagram for near-OMTL quality steels of 110 ksi yield strength 
in relation to the low-alloy, commercial Q&T steels of the same strength level. While 
large differences in critical flaw lengths will be indicated by this comparison, it should 
be emphasized that premium material with respect to plane stress energy "intensity" 
also involves necessary premium costs almost in direct ratio. 

The above-described plane stress Kc condition would require £}c fracture mechanics 
testing for exact definition. The difficulty is that huge plate widths and huge flaw lengths 
are required for such tests. Moreover, these can only answer the flat plate question, 
because fracture mechanics cannot be applied presently to bending situations such as 
bulging. The only practical laboratory test assessment for energy "intensity" appears 
to be provided by the DT test fracture energy values. 

Compendium RAD Indexing of Generic Classes of Steels 

The foregoing charts have gradually evolved a panorama of the typical strength- 
fracture toughness characteristics of various classes of steels at ambient temperatures 
(above 0°F). Previous presentation of total coverage of the diagram for the various ge¬ 
neric classes of steels was avoided for simplification. At this point it is appropriate to 
complete the entire spectrum; this is presented in Fig. 36. While some overlap obvi¬ 
ously exists, the indicated zonal locations are inherently characteristic of the various 
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classes and easily defined. The information derives from a compendium of C , DT and 
A/f. data derived from a wide variety of sources - all scales were utilized to complete 
the diagram. Obviously, the preponderance of data relating to the lower strength steels 
derive from Cv shelf values. 6 

By superimposition of the RAD k,c ratio lines, a massive integration of data re¬ 
sults. Many aspects, relating to processing variables, alloy composition features, thick¬ 
ness limitations, etc., described in the foregoing sections apply and will not be reenu- 
rnerated here. Metallurgists who are familiar with specific families will readily 
recognize the characteristic features and specific data. For the engineer, the compen¬ 
dium provides useful orientation and guidance which serve a wide variety of practical 
purposes. It should be noted that there are sound metallurgical and economic reasons 
for the existence and the location of the various generic families — the complete filling of 
the diagram is not an accident. 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR THE TEMPERATURE 
TRANSITION 

Applicability of Various Test Methods 

The transition temperature range provides the major challenge in the evolution of 
practical fracture tests. The intense interest in the transition temperature range of the 
low strength steels derives from the fact that metallurgical factors result in shifts of the 
transition from below to above ambient temperatures. The temperature-induced transi- 
tion from plane strain to mixed-mode has provided the basis for engineering test solutions 
which have been characterized as the "transition temperature approach." The unfortunate 
connotations of nonanalytical which have evolved in comparison to fracture mechanics 
tests should now be discarded. All tests which are concerned with the transition tem¬ 
perature range must necessarily involve transition temperature approaches. 

F racture mechanics testing and applications to date have been directed primarily to 
the temperature-insensitive metals of relatively low fracture toughness. The complica¬ 
tions of the transition temperature range must be resolved if fracture mechanics tests 
are to be utilized in general engineering practice. The transition temperature region 
represents the area of primary applicability of any fracture test procedure. Unfortu¬ 
nately, attempts to define transition temperature features in A/r or Ar terms run into the 
previously described technical complications, plus prohibitive expense associated with 
the large number of tests required for definition of the full range. Presently, these pro¬ 
cedures are not practical except for research investigations. Steels which feature 
transition temperature rise to high fracture toughness would require A/c test specimens 
of 1 in., 2 in., 4 in., and (theoretically) 10 in. or more size, to follow the transition curve 
from "toe" to "shelf." 

Of the remaining tests, only the Cy and DT types provide practical solutions for de¬ 
fining the full course of the transition curve. The DWT-NDT test is restricted to defin¬ 
ing the location of the toe region at which full plane strain fracture is attained The 
Robertson test is prohibitively expensive for routine use. The C test interpretations for 
the transition range are subject to basic difficulties for which there does not appear to 
be a solution, except in specific calibrations for specific steels. This aspect will be dis¬ 
cussed additionally in the final portion of this section. 

The DT test appears to provide a significant definition of the transition temperature 
range with respect to both fracture toughness energy and fracture mode. The tempera¬ 
ture range which applies to shelf analyses based on the RAD is readily defined. The toe 
region serves as an index of the NDT temperature; there is no need to repeat the NDT 
determination by use of the DWT. V 
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The FAD may be Indexed to the DT energy-transition curve within reasonable engi¬ 
neering limits by reference to the estimated NDT temperature. It may also be indexed 
to the CAT curve reference point for yield stress loading. In addition, the NDT related 
DT toe region may be analyzed in accordance with the interpretations of Fig. 6 (NAD), 
indexed to appropriate dynamic and static K/c >ys ratios defined by the NAD scales. 

DT Interpretations for Transition Temperature 

The combined RAD, FAD, and NAD procedures serve to cover all primary aspects 
of analytical definition for DT test shelf, transition, and toe regions. These apply to 
steels in the range of 1 to 3 in. thickness, based on test data for 1 in. DT specimens. 
All of the required indexing data are obtained from the DT energy-transition curve de¬ 
termined by tests of eight to twelve specimens, spaced at appropriate temperature inter¬ 
vals. The procedures are illustrated in Fig. 37 for three typical DT curves representing 
high and low shelf, 110 ksi yield strength steels and a low strength mild steel. The no¬ 
tations relating to temperature indexing for the RAD (shelf), FAD (below DT midpoint) 
and NAD (toe) are self-evident. 

The piocedure for indexing the FAD to the midpoint of the DT energy curves is 
based on the correspondence of shear-lip fracture-mode transition features between the 
DT and Robertson tests. The rise of the DT transition from the toe region to the mid¬ 
point relates to the initial development and enlargement of shear lips. The rise of the 
Robertson CAT curve, from its toe region to high elastic stress levels, results from the 
same process of development and enlargements of shear lips. Above the DT curve mid¬ 
point, the shear lip condition is rapidly exaggerated to much larger regions of slant 
fracture, which ordinarily culminate to full-slant fracture at the shelf. Robertson tests 
cannot be conducted for stresses above yield level, hence direct comparison of fracture 

TEMPERATURE 

Fig. 37 - Indexing procedures lor DT temperature transition curves of 
various forms. Regions commonly related to RAD, FAD, and NAD in¬ 
terpretations are indicated. 
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modes cannot be made. The FAD-CAT curve for the plastic strain region was derived 
from Explosion Crack Starter Test observations of increased resistance to fracture 
propagation and changes in fracture mode similar to those described for the DT test (4). 
Thus, the FAD representation for the plastic strain region of the CAT curve relates to 
the same change in fracture mode described for the upper half of the DT curve. The 
midpoint temperature of the DT energy transition thus may be indexed to the yield-stress 
reference point of the FAD Robertson CAT curve. The conventional FAD interpretations 
may then be applied by consideration of the temperature differences (FAD "Aí" scale) in 
relation to the indexed midpoint DT temperature. 

The combined use of FAD and RAD analyses is illustrated in Fig. 38 for the three 
steels of Fig. 37. The shelf energy of the DT curve is indexed to proper location in the 
FAD by consideration of *he yield strength. The DT curve defines the temperature range 
for which this indexing applies. The dashed line below each index point indicates that the 
"near shelf" portion of the DT energy curve is also analyzable by the FAD. This region 
is very close to the full plane stress condition. This observation is made to prevent un¬ 
due concern as to exact temperature location of the point of full shelf attainment. The 
temperature ranges which apply to the shelf temperature locations of the FAD for the 
different steels are self-evident. 

It is noted that the DT energy transition midpoint temperature, less 60°F, corre¬ 
sponds closely to the NDTtemperature, obtained directly by the DWT or inferred by the 
toe region of the DT curve. This commonality is expected because the FAD is based on 
a NDT + 60° F as the determination of the CAT yield stress point for these steels. 

The analyses leave an intermediate zone between the FAD and RAD interpretation 
portions of the DT energy curves undefined; however, this zone ordinarily covers only 
20° to 40°F. Reasonable engineering deductions could be made by relating this zone to 
the FAD regions above the indexed CAT curve point for yield stress loading. 

The DT toe region defines the temperatures for which the dynamic Kh. values (A/(y) 
may be calculated from the DWT flaw size and yield stress conditions. As explained pre¬ 
viously, Fig. 6 may then be used (NAD) to determine the flaw conditions related to appro¬ 
priate dynamic or static A'/c cryj) ratios. The choice of dynamic Klc (k'/d) or static k/c 
analyses is a matter of engineering judgment as to the applicable conditions. The NAD 
defined K,c /vt/ã ratios for dynamic and static conditions relate specifically to the NDT 
temperature region and should not be extended to temperatures far above or below this 
temperature. The limit of NDT + 20° F to NDT - 50 F was defined previously as a rea¬ 
sonable range for ordinary engineering use of the NAD. This limit corresponds to the 
nearly flat portion of the DT toe region. 

Advantages of Energy Definition of Transition 

The following comments relate to the importance of conducting DT tests based on 
energy determinations. These comments are particularly required to preclude extension 
of fracture-appearance definitions as a simple method of possibly attaining equivalent 
information. There are conditions for which this is true, but there also are others for 
which this procedure may be misleading. In general, the fracture appearance approach 
is unduly restrictive in its interpretive possibilities and should be reserved for special 
cases which are satisfied by such simplified procedures. 

One of the added features provided by the DT energy curve is the assessment of rel¬ 
ative plane stress energy "intensity" as related to Fig. 35 interpretations for unusual 
engineering conditions. There are other ramifications inherent to the interpretations of 
fracture appearance for low shelf-energy steels, and particularly to estimates of the 
transition temperature point relating to the attainment of plane stress conditions. 
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Discussion of this aspect was reserved to this late point so that it would be better un¬ 
derstood, in context with the previous discussions. 

Steels in excess of 100 ksi yield strength, featuring shelf energies which are signif¬ 
icantly less than 3500 ft-lb for the 1 in. DT specimen may show incomplete shelf transi¬ 
tion to slant fracture. That is, while the energy curve "shelfs out," the fracture appear¬ 
ance at the shelf retains a central region of flat fracture. This is easily mistaken for a 
mixed-mode (in transition range) fracture condition, whereas the energy curve correctly 
defines the attainment of shelf, plane stress conditions. The events which dictate this 
type of fracture may relate to a peculiar selection of the separation path through the 
middle of the large plastic enclave which provides the shelf-energy reading. It may be 
simply stated that the slant fracture paths, following the 45-degree shear planes of the 
highly plasticized region, are ordinarily restricted to metals of relatively high plane 
stress energy intensity. The higher the energy, the more dramatic is the appearance of 
the slant fracture. 

Other evidence that such atypical fracture appearance relates to plane stress condi¬ 
tions is provided by observation of considerable lateral contraction consequent to the 
transition into the energy-defined, plane stress shelf. For the various reasons cited, it 
appears that the only unequivocal definition of plane stress shelf condition is provided by 
the energy transition curve. The visual method of "reading" the fracture appearance can 
be misleading for metals of low shelf-energy features. The inference may be that the 
temperature transition to shelf has rot been reached. The energy reading always serves 
to properly designate that the plastic enclave in advance of the fracture increases rap¬ 
idly with increasing temperature and saturates to "shelf," i.e., that plane stress fracture 
conditions are reached. The DT test thus serves to clarify possibly confusing aspects of 
the conventional definition of stress state from fracture appearance observations. 

It is suggested that proper fracture mechanics terminology be evolved to define this 
condition so as to clearly separate it from that of true mixed-mode fracture. The danger 
is that the partially flat appearance of the center regions of such high energy fractures 
will be confused with low-toughness plane strain conditions ordinarily expected in the 
cleavage temperature region of the transition range. 

It is proposed that this condition be recognized as "transition shelf, equi-plane stress 
fracture," or simply "equi-plane stress" fracture. It may be argued that the proper term 
should be "quasi-plane strain" fracture. This term is rejected for conditions which 
demonstrate significant increase in through-thickness lateral contraction consequent to 
entering the shelf region. Obviously, the lateral contraction provides firm evidence that 
plane strain constraint features are lost, i.e., plane stress controls. Irrespective of se¬ 
mantics, the only unambiguous fracture mechanics definition of plane strain is provided 
by experimental verification that maximum restraint (A'/c) conditions are attained. 
There is no equivalently rigorous definition for plane stress because of the geometry 
dependence of this condition; in general, it is considered simply as a condition "other 
than plane strain." A clarification of this issue emerges by adopting the view that, since 
the DT toe region relates to plane strain then the DT energy shelf must clearly relate to 
plane stress. 

Precautions for A/c Tests Related to Toe Region 

The NAD interpretive procedures relating to the DT toe region were specially des¬ 
ignated NAD to avoid confusion with shelf analyses. The importance of this separation 
derives from the need for considering dynamic (Kld) conditions for the toe region which 
do not apply to the shelf condition. If the DT transition curve is available, there should 
be no reason for confusion as to temperatures relating to toe region, K/d conditions. 
However, direct determinations of Klc values by fracture mechanics tests may not 
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indicate per se if these are related to the shelf or to the toe of the transition range. To 
define this, it is necessary to completely fracture the specimen so that details of the 
fracture mode become evident. This caution derives from experience in K/c testing of 
high strength steels which provided lessons that data-book notations of the A'/c value, in 
absence of a fracture-mode details may lead to erroneous conclusions of serious engi¬ 
neering consequences. 

The shelf condition for high quality Q&T steels of intermediate and low strength 
ranges may extend considerably below ambient temperatures. Thus, it is ordinarily ex¬ 
pected that room temperature tests will relate to shelf conditions. However, the toe re¬ 
gion may shift back to the room temperature range for poorly heat treated, or otherwise 
embrittled, material. For these cases the shelf condition is then located at relatively 
high temperatures. Conventional A/r testing at room temperature obviously does not 
relate to shelf values for such steels. High "apparent" Klc values for static testing may 
be obtained at toe temperatures if the thickness is moderately inadequate. These are 
easily mistaken for the high values expected for the shelf condition. The reason is that 
the "first event" K/c determination of instability may involve ductile tearing at the crack 
tip for sections of inadequate thickness, for both the toe and the shelf conditions. For 
such tearing first event instabilities, the indicated Klc y, ratios may easily range from 
1.0 to 1.5 for both toe and shelf conditions. 

Failure to recognize high "apparent" h/r values which relate to toe conditions leads 
to the assumption that "iteration" correction calculations may be applied to deduce the 
approximate Klc value. While this procedure may be reasonably valid for shelf-related 
conditions it is misleading for toe conditions. Increase in the specimen thickness (a), or 
the application of dynamic loading, may then result in a major decrease of the measured 
fracture toughness value. These lower values of fracture toughness represent the true 
service-related fracture toughness potentials of the steel. 

Caution should be exercised in interpretations of A/f values for specimens which 
show a cleavage fracture, preceded by a "crescent" of crack-tip ductile fracture. This 
combination of fracture modes serve to indicate that toe region considerations may apply 
in service. 

Integration of Transition Features 

The applicability of the DT test for conditions involving both the strength and tem¬ 
perature transitions provides for a unified, three-dimensional presentation of fracture 
toughness (Fig. 39). The figure is based on 1 in. DT tests, with sufficient sampling of 2 
to 3 in. plates to represent metallurgical quality aspects for the 1 to 3 in. thickness 
range. The three-dimensional surface envelope relates to the best (OMTL) steels. Since 
these also provide the best transition temperature features, the envelope is defined as 
the Optimum Material Trend Envelope (OMTE). Material of lower fracture toughness 
quality will fall under the OMTE surface; see Fig. 15 as a schematic example. 

The OMTL shelf transition is indicated by the curve which defines the intersection 
of the envelope by the 70°F temperature plane. The temperature limits of the shelf con¬ 
dition are indicated by the nearly flat, top portions of the diagram. The limit extends to 
approximately -60°F for the lower strength steels of OMTL quality and then gradually 
falls back toward room temperature for steels of higher strength levels. At about 160 
ksi yield strength, the OMTL quality material undergoes transition (by strength effects) 
from plane stress to mixed-mode fracture appearance. Strength transition to full plane 
strain fracture occurs at approximately the 200 ksi level. The RAD interpretations apply 
to all of the described strength transition features. This is indicated by the "use RAD" 
notation. 
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Fig. 39 - Optimum Material Trend Envelope, three-dimensional illustration of 
temperature and strength transition features for OMTL quality, high strength 
steels. The OMTL quality steels define the envelope surface; all other steels 
fall within the described volume. The regions of applicable RAD, FAD, and NAD 
interpretations are indicated. 

The temperature transition features are evident from the illustration. Full plane 
strain, toe region conditions are attained at approximately -180 F for the OMTL quality 
steels of the 80 to 100 ksi yield strength levels. It is indicated that the toe region tem¬ 
perature range also falls back rapidly with increasing strength level. The intersection 
of the temperature-induced and strength-induced plane strain conditions is attained at 
approximately the 190 to 200 ksi yield strength level. Above this strength level the plane 
strain condition extends to relatively high temperatures. The dynamic NAD interpreta¬ 
tions apply to approximately the 180 ksi yield strength. Above this strength level the 
static A/c condition may be analyzed by the RAD or NAD diagrams. 

The mixed-mode fracture range of the temperature transition is evident from the 
labeling. For the OMTL quality steels of the 80 to 100 ksi yield strength level, the 
mixed-mode condition covers the temperature range of -60 to -180 F. The midpoint 
DT energy which serves to index the FAD is at approximately -100 F. The temperature 
"fall back" with increasing strength ior the DT midpoint is evident. The extreme limit 
for FAD interpretations is at approximately 180 ksi yield strength —the temperature 
transition features essentially disappear above this level. 

The approximate relative position of the corresponding surface envelope for the 
very best quality to be expected for the commercial, low-alloy Q&T steels is illustrated 
in Fig. 15. The course of the strength transition for these steels is evident from the 
respective corridor of Fig. 36. The temperature transition features for an average 
quality steel of this grade are represented by the low shelf steel of Fig. 37. In general, 
the shelf levels are depressed to approximately one third of the OMTL value. The 
strength transition culminates to plane strain conditions at approximately 150 ksi yield 
strength. The temperature transition shifts back to the -20 to 0 F range. 
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These effects result from microstructural conditions and also from "cleanliness" 
aspects which decrease the dT process zone size compared to the premium quality OMTL 
steels of equivalent strength levels. Because of these metallurgical features, the frac¬ 
ture transition at the energy shelf may involve "equi-plane stress" fracture, as illus¬ 
trated in Fig. 40. The example represents the low shelf 110 ksi steel of Fig. 37. These 
features may be compared with those shown in Fig. 16 for the temperature transition of 
high shelf energy, OMTL-quality steels. 

Difficulties of Cv Test Interpretations for the Transition 
Temperature Range 

The problem of the variable indexing of the Cv transition curve for different steels 
has been debated since 1952. The original demonstration of such variable indexing in 
relation to the DWT-NDT was confirmed by Robertson Tests, Explosion Crack-Starter 
Tests, and service failures (2,3). This fact is now accepted, and all attempts to circum¬ 
vent these basic difficulties by use of notch root lateral contraction or shear-fraction 
curves have failed. The basic reason is that these features generally parallel the energy 
curve. 

Figure 41 illustrates the wide variations of Cv transition temperature features in 
re)"' on to DT transition curves. The variable location of the Cv curve with respect to 
tht curve and the NDT temperature is in sharp contrast to the fixed relationships be¬ 
tween the NDT temperature and the toe region of the DT temperature curve. Despite 
this variability, the Cv shelf energy is always in invariant correlation with the DT shelf 

TEMPERATURE TRANSITION 
LOW SHELF ENERGY STEEL 

Fig. 40 - Example of "equi-plane stress" transition to DT energy shelf 
temperatures for a steel of low shelf energy; represents the commercial, 
low alloy QtT steel of Fig. 37 which features 1600 ft-lb DT shelf energy 
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Fig. 41 - Problems of variable relative location of Cv curves with respect to 
DT curves and NDT temperatures. Shelf-to-shelf correlations hold, despite 
wide differences of the Cv and DT shelf temperatures. NDT location with re¬ 
spect to the DT toe region is invariant. 

energy, even for Cyand DT tests which indicate widely different temperatures at which 
the shelf is reached. This feature provides for common treatment with respect to the 
RAD interpretations. However, it should be emphasized that the Cv data may be mis¬ 
leading as to the temperatures which relate to shelf conditions. Thus, even with respect 
to shelf values, the Cv test cannot be interpreted with confidence, unless the specific Cv 
features of the steel in question are established in advance by calibration with NDT, DT, 
or Robertson tests. 

Figure 41 illustrates an extreme case of sharply falling (SF)Cv curves which are 
nonindexable to the NDT temperature, because of its location relating to the Cv shelf. In 
the examples of this type that have been encountered in NRL studies, other atypical fea¬ 
tures have included extremely high Cv shelf values (150 to 180 ft-lb) and temperature 
separations from the DT transition curve in the order of 100otol50°F. Such extreme situ¬ 
ations have involved steels in commercial use, as will be described. At this stage of ex¬ 
perience it is not clear if the described peculiar features of the Charpy curve provide 
reliable warning of possible wide deviation from conventionality. For the few cases of 
this type which have been investigated, even the DT curve assumes a sharp fall (SF) con¬ 
figuration, as illustrated in the figure. However, all of the index procedures described 
for the DT curves still apply. 
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Extensive data exist to illustrate such an extreme case of unreliability of Cv transi¬ 
tion temperature curves in contrast to DT interpretations to service conditions. Other 
aspects of this case were reported previously (5), in relation to analyses of pneumatic 
burst tests of two 1 in. thick, seamless pressure vessels, which were conducted in 1962. 
Eigure 42 illustrates the previously reported Cv curves and NOT determinations for the 
2-1/4% Cr - 1% Mo Q&T steels of the two flasks. The pneumatic burst tests were con¬ 
ducted using a 2 ft long, 0.8 in. deep siit flaw for initiation. Despite almost exactly sim¬ 
ilar chemical composition and supposed controlled Q&T treatment, the bursts resulted in 
completely different fractures. Flask E71, which was tested at 48 F, fragmented and 
exhibited fractures with 1,8 in. shear lips. Flask E75, which was tested at 55°F, burst 
with a single tear and exhibited fully ductile, slant fracture. The difference in yield 
strength (84 and 96 ksi respectively) provided the clue that heat treatment variables were 
involved. 

Mg. 42 - Example of the extreme lack of correspondence of Cv transition curves 
to service performance for a 2.25% Cr - l%Mo, Q&T steel. The DT transition 
curve and the FAD (as indexed by the NDT) correctly predicted the failure modes 
of the subject flasks. Proper characterization was also provided by the Robertson 
test. 
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f Th® unbelievable aspects at the time included the close similarity of the two sharply 
falling Cv transition curves located at -120 F, and the development of very high value C 
shelf conditions at approximately -60" F. By any standard assessment of these data it V 
would have been concluded that both flasks should fracture in a very tough, ductile slant 
mode at ambient temperatures. Because of the brittle fracture of E71 at 48 F, a deter¬ 
mination was made of the NDT temperatures; these were found to be at -70 F and O F 
for the E75 and E71 flasks respectively. As may be noted from the figure, the NDT po¬ 
sitions are indexed to temperatures relating to the Cv shelf. Analyses of the expected 
fracture modes by the NDT indexed FAD correctly predicted the fracture modes of the 
flasks. The flask burst temperatures were related to NDT + 125 F for E75 (slant frac¬ 
ture predicted), while for flask E71 the burst temperature related to NDT + 48 F (brittle 
fracture with approximately 1/8 in. shear lips predicted). 

.u r?tCa^Se 0i the adverse implications to conventional Cv test interpretation practices, 
the U.K. Reactor Materials Laboratory at Culcheth, England offered to conduct Robert¬ 
son tests. The CAT data, obtained for one-half of yield stress, fully confirmed the FAD 
predictions of the arrest temperatures for the two steels. Two Robertson tests served 
to define approximately the CAT curve for E75 as below -25' F, and four tests sharply 
defined its position for E71 at +45 F. Thus, the Robertson tests corroborated the failure 
conditions of the two flasks and also provided additional validation of the CAT curve lo¬ 
cation procedures of the FAD. 

A small amount of the subject steels remained available, and we have now conducted 
5/8 in. DT tests featuring a Deep Pressed Notch (DPN-DT) and also standard I in DT 
tests. Unfortunately, sufficient material for the 1 in. DT tests was available only for the 

The DT tests were conducted by welding stub extensions to square sections 
of the flask material. The fractures were developed in the square inserts sufficiently 
removed from the welds to preclude effects due to welding. The DT data are also pre¬ 
sented in Fig. 42. 

T1?e K8/Ín' Di>N"DT ^ was used as Part of an ongoing investigation for the devel¬ 
opment of 5/8 in. DT specimens. It is interesting to note that the 5/8 in. DPN-DT tem¬ 
perature transition curves for the E71 steel is closely related to the 1 in. DT curve and 
to tne quoted Robertson arrest temperatures. The position of the sharply defined 45°F 
CAT point is indexed to the two DT curves by the (A) designation. The DT tests demon- 
strated 1/8 in. shear lip fracture conditions for E71 at the burst temperature, thus re¬ 
producing the failure conditions exactly. The E75 fracture of the 5/8 in. DPN-DT test 
properly indicated slant, plane stress fracture in correspondence to the flask failure 
condition at 55ÜF. It is also noted that the temperature separation of the two 5/8 in 
DPN-DT curves are in the same relation as the NDT separation. For all three DT tests 
the NDT temperature is appropriately indexable to the DT toe region. 

The very sharp "snap-over" to plane stress fracture in a narrow temperature re¬ 
gion is accompanied by extreme dimpling (lateral contraction) associated with the frac¬ 
tures. For the 1 in. test piece the lateral contraction consequent to fracture redured the 
thickness to approximately 0.8 in. This extreme behavior has not been observed for any 
other steel, including those of highest plane stress fracture toughness associated with 
high positions in the OMTL corridor. The DT shelf energy values are very high and cor¬ 
respond to the very high Cv shelf values. Both of these values exceed the correlation 
lange but appear to be in proper relation, as indicated by extrapolation of the DT-C 
shelf correlation. v 

In addition to documenting the 1 in. standard DT test interpretations and FAD index¬ 
ing techniques, these data serve to explain other "Cv unexplainable" ambient-ten perature 
brittle failures which have been cited for 2-1/4% Cr - 1% Mo and steels of similar com¬ 
position. Conventional, but incorrect, interpretations of Cv transition curves have led 
engineers to conclusions that these steels are conservatively fracture safe far below 
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ambient temperatures. For the E71 flask steel, the Cv transition temperature range 
would have been deduced to be 150 ’F lower than the true transition. For E75 a more 
modest error of 100 F would be indicated. An interesting question is posed — how many 
such unusual steels are in service on similar assumptions? 

SUMMARY 

This is a particularly appropriate period to review the course of evolution of applied 
engineering fracture mechanics. It has now become clear that the unfortunate dichotomy 
which has separated investigators of this field is coming to an end. The merits of linear 
elastic fracture mechanics are becoming appreciated by the engineering oriented frac¬ 
ture specialists. At the same time the limitations of the linear elastic aspects are be¬ 
coming recognized by the fracture mechanics experts. In fact, the preferred term seems 
to have become simply "fracture mechanics," or "engineering fracture mechanics." The 
emphasis of this report is placed on promoting the extension of these trends toward the 
goal of applied-engineering 'racture mechanics. 

The general practicing engineer, as represented by the membership of ASTM and 
ASME Committees and Code Bodies, faces difficult issues in deciding how to advance 
from present practices, which in large measure antedate the pre-WWII period. Despite 
all the inducements offered in the fracture literature, the primary specification tool still 
remains the obsolete Charpy Keyhole. The status quo does not result simply by default 
of decision on how to proceed. For practical reasons the first objective has been a 
change to more extensive utilization of the Charpy V test. Since this has been the aim 
for a decade, there obviously must be serious problems in effecting this change. The 
time has come to face up to the issue of the limitations of the Charpy V test. 

The vexing problem of transfer of specification procedures from Charpy Keyhole to 
Cytest values cannot be resolved in any practical way except by resort to the use of a 
great variety of energy index values, for either the temperature or strength transitions. 
It should now be obvious that the desired, generalized Cv specification values, that do not 
consider the type of steel and its yield strength, are not feasible for fundamental reasons 
that cannot be violated. There is no escape from these facts by consideration of lateral 
contraction, or shear fraction. These features generally parallel the course of the Cv 
energy curves. Fatigue-cracked Charpy tests may possibly provide interesting research 
explanations for the peculiarities of the Cv transition curve. However, fatigue cracking 
is an expensive procedure and is not promising for rovitine use — it is difficult to convert 
to "batch" operations, such as the machining of notches. 

Similarly, there is no escape to the use of fracture mechanics A/f or tests for 
general specification purposes. These tests are essentially research tools. General en¬ 
gineering use requires highly simplified test procedures which are not in sight for con¬ 
ventional fracture mechanics tests. It is not implied that the tests being evolved by the 
ASTM E24 Committee are not useful for the solution of real problems. Indeed they are, 
but only in the hands of expert laboratory groups, and even then, not without some honest 
differences of opinion as to procedures and limits for the reasonably fracture tough met¬ 
als. Emphasis on exactness of definition of fracture mechanics values restricts the 
practicality of tests for engineering use —one or the other aspect must become subordi¬ 
nate in judicious balance. 

These considerations suggest that the required integration of aims (analytical and 
practical) may best evolve via the route of new tests and test procedures which may be 
classed as engineering fracture mechanics tests. Since fracture mechanics theory must 
provide the underlying base for analytical interpretations to structures, the new tests 
must provide for interpretability to fracture mechanics. This "two-step" interpretability 
approach (test specimen indexing to fracture mechanics parameters, and the utilization 
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of fracture mccbanics to define flaw size-stress conditions) emerges as the only appar¬ 
ent practical, near-term solution. It may also be the only practical long-term solution. 

rui The DrOP and the Dynamic Tear tests, coupled with the related Analysis 
Diagram procedures, provide for this two-step approach. By the use of specialized in- 

fied verJinnin^h’ ^ alS° 1)6 U8ed in thÍS íashion- » ^ possible that modi- 
ed ersions of the Cv test (small brittle weld, change of geometry, etc.) may provide 

u ure solutions to its present limitations. Simplified procedures for conducting fracture 
mechanics tests are a subject of continuing research, and such developments should be 

available toofsnWhi e ^ 18 necessary t0 Proceed to meet present needs with the best 

The discussions in this report have emphasized that it is not sufficient simply to in¬ 
vent a new test. There must be a rationale for the test, such as features of natural 
cracks and limit-seventy testing procedures. There must be sufficient use of the test 
across a spectrum of metals to provide a coherent framework of characterization guide- 

Tust ana5?e® of interpretation possibilities, by matching with, and then 
against the values derived by fracture mechanics tests. At fracture toughness levels 
such that the reliability of the A /c value is degraded or lost, there must be independent 
or extrapolated rationales for engineering translation of the test procedures. 

. ....In addition teanof these conditions there must be demonstration of test reproduci¬ 
bility and of practicality for routine engineering use. The procedural guidelines must be 

and unequivocal. The translations to engineering interpretations of flaw size- 
stress conditions should be reducible to simple graphical form. The various analysis 
d agrams, presented in this report, evolve from this consideration. Such diagrams pro- 
ide evidence of the practicality of both the test procedure and test interpretation meth¬ 

ods. At the same time, the inherent simplicity of the diagrams serves for continuing 
engineering evaluation of their validity. Acceptance by the engineer-user may be ex¬ 
pected only after a period of use and documentation of reliability in practice. 

The original Fracture Analysis Diagram (FAD) has withstood the test of engineering 

thaM. 7~ly I™ 0y«SiX,yearS‘ With eXtenSiVe use> there has been no evidence hat it does not work, as defined. Moreover, evidence is now presented that it corre- 
spon s to fracture mechanics predictions, as well as to service experience. The FAD 
requires the use of the Drop Weight Test (DWT) for determination of the NDT tempera- 

,T^ ^WT"NDT bas itself withstood the test of time and engineering usage. Addi¬ 
tionally, it has now evolved as a practical method for definition of dynamic A, (a , ) 

S’ ^:Si0!1S t0 definition oí À/r V, rati°s t°r the slow-load (static) case provide 
further amplification of its potentialities. H 

.. T.hf. new NDT Analysis Diagram (NAD) has now been evolved to provide finer defini¬ 
tion of flaw size-stress conditions than are given by the FAD. The >!4D procedures do 
not replace the FAD procedures - the two may be used in concert, one amplifying the 
ieîpu th^Tn e"f neCrïg Problems relating to steels of low and intermediate strength 
levels, the FAD sufaces. For more complex situations involving higher strength steels 
in particular, the NAD provides added sophistication of treatment. The use of the NAD 
also provides a means for understanding the implications of fracture mechanics It de¬ 
serves careful study for educational reasons alone. 

™ lhe s.*feilgth transition ter the high and ultrahigh strength range has been an it»m of 
considerable engineering confusion. Fracture mechanics tests have covered adequately 
the ultrahigh strength range which relates to relatively brittle metals. The intermediate 
strength range, which may feature high fracture toughness, has been left to the C with¬ 
out much direction as to interpretability. This area has now been brought to orde^ by 
extensive explorations based on the Dynamic Tear (DT) test. At the same time, correla¬ 
tive procedures have evolved interpretations of the significance of Cv shelf energy values 
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in terms of Klr values. These include calculation-corrected type hlr values which are 
not generally accepted because they represent approximate values of A'/e. It should be 
recognized 4hat past some point of increasing fracture toughness, there is no need for 
exactness of definition; the approximate A/, values relating to high fracture toughness 
serve perfectly well for engineering purposes and should be accepted for practical 
reasons. 

All of the preceding aspects have been brought into reasonable coherency for high 
strength steels by the h/r Ratio Analysis Diagram (RAD), coupled with the Optimum 
Material Trend Line (OMT¿) diagrams, which include definitions of zonal location for 
generic classes of steels. The same simplicity of treatment which is provided by the 
FAD and NAD is inherent to RAD procedures. 

The FAD, NAD, RAD mix provides for essentially total coverage of the spectrum of 
engineering problems, related to either the temperature or to the strength transitions. 
All of these aspects may be analyzed by the use of the DT test to define the DT energy 
temperature transition curve. The DT test thus emerges as a simple and readily inter¬ 
pretable method for metals characterization and for interpretations to fracture-safe de¬ 
sign. Its applicability also includes direct assessment of size effects, i.e., the effects of 
increased section size on mechanical constraint in fracture processes. 

It is suggested that the DT test has many of the desired features which make it a 
simple and inexpensive klc, a;. , or t;c engineering fracture mechanics test. While it may 
seem rudimentary and a wide departure from classical fracture mechanics tests, it faces 
no difficulty in separating klc plane strain from a, mixed-mode or plane stress condi¬ 
tions. It serves to define A/f and A, (n, ) values by correlation, for both the temperature 
and strength transitions. The DT temperature transition curve provides all the neces¬ 
sary information. Because of its reproducibility, few tests (say eight to twelve) should 
suffice for most purposes. There is no need for machining the specimens; simple saw¬ 
ing suffices. For plate material even flame cutting may be used. For 5/8 in. and 1 in. 
specimens the brittle weld is easily applied in batches, as for ’'gang" cutting of Cv speci¬ 
mens. Electron beam welders are now generally available for preparation of the brittle 
crack-starting weld. 

The FAD-NAD-RAD procedures may be adjusted readily for interpretations to very 
thick sections, as information becomes available. For the RAD this simply involves the 
use of different A/r a ratio lines, as the index relationships for thick steels, based on 
1 in. DT test data. For the FAD, adjustments to the slope of the CAT curve may be 
made, if required. The NAD system presently incorporates thickness-adjustment pro¬ 
cedures derived from fracture mechanics principles. 

Exploratory research studies for very thick steels in the range of 6 to 12 in. sections 
are being conducted with full-thickness DT tests, and the results are being correlated 
with the 1 in. DT test. Techniques lor introducing brittle electron beam welds for these 
huge specimens have been evolved, and successful tests have been made to date. Addi¬ 
tional studies are being conducted for "sub size" 5/8 in. and Charpy-dimension DT tests; 
also for alternate methods of introducing a brittle crack-starting element. The total in¬ 
terpretive system is sufficiently flexible to accommodate such improvements as these 
are investigated and validated. When these are added, the coverage should approach 
practical attainable limits of long-term interest. 

The plane strain A; condition poses fracture-safe design problems for the engineer. 
The use of such materials should be avoided, if alternate materials of a mixed-mode 
or plane stress fracture toughness are metallurgically feasible and economically defen¬ 
sible. The full plane stress A condition is not generally required for most fracture-safe 
design solutions. Information that the mixed-mode A condition is attained generally 
suffices. Full-plane stress fracture toughness of high energy intensity is required only 
for special d »sign problems. The DT test provides direct assessment of this aspect also. 
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The argument that "we must learn to use brittle, plane strain material safely" cer¬ 
tainly holds for the ultrahigh-strength region. F r the low and intermediate strength 
region this argument bears some cost effectiveness analyses, long overdue. The cost of 
structures is not decided by base metal costs alone - fabrication quality, quality control 
strictness, nondestructive testing requirements, operational inspection, maintenance, 
etc., bear on value analyses. 

The question of what tests to use is a matter for decision by informed engineers, 
e input of fracture specialists is only a part of the required engineering equation. 

Moreover, this input must be provided with a reasonable interpretive framework, pref¬ 
erably presented In easily understood graphical form. Many engineering successes or 
fiascos are decided in the predesign stage, when options relating to materials are re¬ 
solved. For such purposes it is not sufficient to have fracture toughness diagrams alone. 
Reasonably integrated data that relates to expected properties for various classes of 
steels are required. 

For this purpose, reference diagrams which also relate to materials characteristics 
eVOlved- ^ examPle is represented by the Optimum Materials Trend Line 

IOMTL) diagrams, which feature zoning of the expected location of steels of primary in¬ 
terest. By overlay of these diagrams, with the RAD flaw size-stress indexing charts, 
integrated analyses of metallurgical and fracture mechanics aspects emerge. This cou¬ 
pling procedure is analogous to the process of characterizing specific classes of com¬ 
mercial steels by the expected NDT temperature frequency distribution range. It pro¬ 
vides a basis for selection of metals without specific requirements for testing. 

The process of continual evolution of new steels and new information on the effects 
of metals processing requires general use of relatively simple and yet interpretable 
tests, so that a data bank can be evolved from many sources. It also requires a scheme 
for indexing the generalized charts which provide ready reference of relative fracture 
toughness quality. The new "point" must fit in a framework of previous data, so that its 
quality index vis a vis other steels of equivalent strength and price range can be estab¬ 
lished. It is only by such procedures that we can avoid "drowning in a sea of data." 
Questions of practical tests and their interpretations have many ramifications indeed. 
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e. w/f 

A’, K¡ 

K I c 

K Id 

K 
(mixed mode 
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a or aN 

V* 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Depth, half length, or half diameter of crack (in.) 

Crack width (in.) 

Thickness of plate or specimen (in.) 

Young's modulus (psi) 

Critical strain energy release rate with cra?k extension per unit length 
of crack front (in.-lb/in2) 

Stress intensity factor; subscript / denotei opening mode of crack ex¬ 
tension (ksi */Tn.) 

Slow load (static) plane strain fracture toughness (ksi \'Tn.) 

Dynamic load plane strain fracture toughness (ksi VTïï.) 

Plane stress condition at crack tip for initiation - also crack conditions 
in propagation as related to this fracture mode (ksi v/Tn.) 

Plane stress (surface) and plane strain (center) condition for crack tip 
initiation - also crack conditions in propagation as related to this frac¬ 
ture mode (ksi •JTñ.) 

Parameter which defines the degree of constraint in relation to the 
section thickness 

Plastic zone radius (in.) 

Poisson's ratio 

Applied stress (psi or ksi) 

Yield strength (psi or ksi) 

Crack shape parameter for semielliptical surface cracks 
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dT Process zone of high strain intensity within the plastic zone 

e Tensile strain 

ec Critical instability value of t 

NDT Nil Ductility Transition Temperature obtained by Drop Weight Test 

DWT Drop Weight Test 

DWTT Drop Weight Tear Test (now DT) 

DT Dynamic Tear Test - all sizes 

CAT Robertson Crack Arrest Temperature 

Cv Charpy-V Test 

ETT Explosion Tear Test 

FAD Fracture Analysis Diagram 

RAD Klcoys Ratio Analysis Diagram 

NAD NDT Analysis Diagram 

OMTL Optimum Material Trend Line 

OMTE Optimum Material Trend Envelope 



Appendix 

COMPENDIUM OF FRACTURE MECHANICS 
TERMS AND EQUATIONS 

1. Strain Energy Release Rate, t¡ 

Elastic energy released, per unit crack surface area, as the crack extends. The 
strain energy, Cj, is a measure of the force driving the crack. 

where 

a = one-haif crack length for a through-thickness crack in a semi-infinite tension 
ptate 

a = nominal applied prefracture stress 

K - modulus. 

2. Plastic Work Energy, tjc 

Index of resistance of the material to crack extension; related to elastic energy ab¬ 
sorbed, per unit area of new crack surface, in crack extension. Plastic work energy at 
the crack tip opposes the elastic energy release, c-j. At the point of instability the elastic 
energy and the plastic work energy (resistance) are in balance. 

where 

o¡ = nominal stress at crack extension 

fir = critical tj. 

3. Stress Intensity Factor, a 

Elevation of stress in advance of the crack tip plat tic zone, related to plastic work 
energy term t¡. 

K (At,') 1 2 (for plane s tress) 

where t = Poisson's ratio. 

76 
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4. Stress Intensity Factor at Instability, A 

In the preceding equation, replace A with A, and replace « with t;r (and therefore use 
7 as noniinal stress at crack instability). Subscript < means A is critical or at the point 
of instability. 

5. Plastic Zone Correction 

To correct for presence of plastic zone, apply an apparent increase in initial crack 
depth au by adding (plastic zone radius). The crack length then becomes a r , 

6. Increase of Plastic Zone Size with Increase in A 

The plastic zone is related to the plastic work energy described earlier. From 
above equations note that the plastic zone size increases as A'2 for a fixed level of yield 
stress. The increase is approximately three times larger for plane stress. For differ¬ 
ent yield strengths the plastic zone size is a function of i A ., )- for both plane stress 
and plane strain. ' v' 

7. A/r Calculations for Plane Strain Condition Cracks 

Generalized form 

where 

- nominal static stress applied under slow loading 

a = crack depth or length 

i = flaw geometry factor ranging from 1 to 3 .approximately) 

function of crack tip sharpness, loading rate, crack tip metallurgical damage, 
etc. Ranges from 1/2 to 2 (approximately). 

Thus the critical flaw size for surface cracks may be influenced by combined and 
factors which on the low side reduce the critical crack depth by a combined factor of 
1/2, and on the high side increase the flaw depth by a factor of 6. 

8- A/r Calculations for Plane Strain Surface Cracks 

Formal equation for a surface crack in a tension-loaded plate 

I . 1 ■ \va 
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where 

a = crack depth 

= applied stress 

i l \ ~Q - specimen geometry and flaw-shape factor obtained from charts. 

This equation assumes that A/c relates to either dynamic or static load-rate conditions. 
The calculated flaw depths are based on the same assumption. 

9. K, _ Calculations for Internal Cracks Which Become Unstable 
Under Plañe Strain~üõnditioãs — 

Roughly generalized, for the same geometry, the internal crack depth (shrr; dimen¬ 
sion) requires a slightly higher stress for instability (a i ^IJ) when the preceding equa¬ 
tion is applied. 

10. Calculation of Surface Crack Involving a, (plane stress) 
Conditions 

When the constraint necessary for plane strain is not present, an approximation may 
be made of the stress-intensity factor under plane stress conditions, kc. This approxi¬ 
mation is based on a definition of A'/c, <7ys, and « for the material. The following equa¬ 
tion may be used to estimate A(.. 

From Kc, the critical flaw size for instability under plane stress conditions for the same 
level of nominal stress may be calculated: 

C 

/ c 

where 

«A = critical flaw size under plane stress 

ah/ = critical flaw size under plane strain. 

11. Definition of and ,'/c 

The type of stress state which exists ahead of the crack will depend on the degree to 
which the crack tip plastic zone is constrained. A measure of constraint in the plate 
thickness direction is provided by the parameter which is a function of the plastic zone 
size relationship to the thickness. For a plane strain state of stress, 

where 

, = under plane-strain conditions 

is = plate thickness (in.) 
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A/r = Plane-strain stress intensity factor 

!jys - yield strength. 

For plane stress state of stress 

i /; « a - » = 
f y s 

where under plane stress conditions. 

12' A/ Calculation of Notched-Rmd Specimen 

A/ 4 ‘IfL 
HW- 

I - y:! - to: *11. si i ) 
» ) 4 25 H0 1H 

where 

l‘ = load 

6 = thickness 

^ = total span 

14 = depth 

« = notch depth plus fatigue crack. 

NOTE: The above equation 

131 TyPical Formula for A 
Tension Specimen 

is lor three-point bending and n it = 4 only. 

/. OaiculaUon for Smcle Edge Notch 

r 
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